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Abstract 

Quality can be defined as inversely proportional to variability. Quality improvement can thus 

be viewed as the reduction of variability in processes and products. Variability in CTQ char-

acteristics generally generates costs for poor quality and decreases a company’s profitability.  

Sandvik Coromant produces ready-to-press cemented carbide powder and carbide inserts in 

its factory in Gimo. One CTQ characteristic of the powder is the compaction pressure. The 

production personnel have noticed that the compaction pressure fluctuates and recently two 

compaction tools were damaged during compaction of a powder with a high compaction pres-

sure. A high compaction pressure might also result in cracks in the carbide inserts or alter the 

compaction tools without notice, which could affect the geometry of the carbide inserts com-

pacted afterwards. 

The purpose of the thesis was to examine what is causing variability in the compaction pres-

sure. 

A pre-experimental study and three experiments were performed. During the pre-experimental 

study, secondary process data was collected and analyzed statistically. In the experiments, the 

impact of wolfram carbide, PRS and cobalt were examined. Wolfram carbide showed to have 

a rather large impact on the compaction pressure, whereas PRS and cobalt are unlikely to af-

fect the compaction pressure. When the supplier of wolfram carbide was changed, the com-

paction pressure increased rather suddenly. I therefore recommend Sandvik Coromant to pro-

vide its suppliers with specification limits for wolfram carbide.  
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Sammanfattning 

Kvalitet kan definieras som omvänt proportionellt till variabilitet. Att reducera variationer i en 

produktionsprocess är en viktig del i kvalitetsförbättringsarbetet eftersom variationer genere-

rar kvalitetsbristkostnader och minskar lönsamheten i ett företag. 

Sandvik Coromant producerar ready-to-press hårdmetallpulver och skär i fabriken i Gimo. En 

viktig CTQ egenskap/karakteristika är pulvrets presstryck. Produktionspersonalen har märkt 

att presstrycket ibland varierar mycket utan synbar anledning, och nyligen gick två press-

verktyg sönder när ett pulver med ett högt presstryck pressades. Ett högt presstryck kan också 

resultera i sprickbildning i skären och/eller förändra pressverktygen så att geometrin på de 

efterföljande skären förändras. 

Syftet med examensarbetet var att undersöka vad som orsakar variationer i presstrycket. 

En för-experimentell studie och tre experiment genomfördes. I den för-experimentella studien 

samlades processdata in och analyserades statistiskt. I försöken undersöktes vilken inverkan 

som volframkarbid, PRS and kobolt har på presstrycket.  Det visade sig att volframkarbid har 

en relativt stor inverkan på presstrycket. PRS och kobolt påverkar sannolikt inte presstrycket i 

någon större utsträckning. I samband med att leverantörerna av volframkarbid byttes, ökade 

presstrycket kraftigt. Jag rekommenderar därför att Sandvik Coromant förser sina leverantörer 

med toleransgränser för volframkarbid. 
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Important abbreviations 

The abbreviations presented below are used frequently in the report. 

CD Compaction density 

CP Compaction pressure 

CPWC Compaction pressure of wolfram carbide 

CPPRS Compaction pressure of PRS 

PRS is recycled material that is reused in the production of ready-to-press cemented 

carbide powder 
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1. Introduction 

This chapter provides the background information, a description of the problem and the pur-

pose of the thesis. What is quality and how is quality affected by variability? The chapter also 

provides guidelines for how to read the report. 

1.1. Background 

What is quality? To answer this simple question is harder than it seems. Most of us would 

believe we know what quality is, most of us have an intuitive sense for what quality is; but 

rather few of us would be able to actually explain what quality is in words. Quality is an in-

tangible concept. 

Quality is like modern art. We may not be able to define great modern art; but we frequently 

(almost always) recognize it when we see it. Robert Pirsing (Hoyer & Hoyer, 2001, p. 58) 

Since quality is a vague concept, there are numerous definitions of the word. To mention just 

a few examples: 

 Quality is the ability of a product to satisfy, and preferably exceed, the customer’s 

needs and expectations (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2007, p. 25) 

 Quality is those features of products which meet customer needs and freedom from de-

ficiencies (Juran, 2000a, p. 2.1) 

 Quality is inversely proportional to variability (Montgomery, 2011a, p. 6) 

According to Walter Shewart (Lilja & Wiklund, 2006, p.57), quality is both objective and 

subjective. The objective aspect of quality refers to the objective reality independent of the 

existence of man, whereas the subjective aspect of quality refers to what we think, feel, or 

sense as a result of the objective reality. Thus, the quality of a product depends on the situa-

tion in which it is used and on the customer’s expectations, requirements and perception of 

the product. Quality is when the product is persistent and reliable; quality is both subjective 

and objective in nature; and quality is dynamic. 

1.1.1. Quality improvement and profitability 

Improved quality increases customer satisfaction and decreases waste in the production (Ju-

ran. 2000a). And even though quality as a concept is intangible, when a customer chooses 

which products to purchase, quality is one of the most important decision factors (Montgom-

ery, 2009a). Providing excellent quality thus generates a competitive advantage. However, 

since the customer’s perception of what constitutes quality changes over time, the challenge 

for a company competing with quality is to continuously improve its products and production 

processes. A firm not improving will soon be outdated. According to Bergman & Klefsjö 

(2007), there are always means to achieve “more” quality with less resource usage. 
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When quality is improved, so is the company’s profitability (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2007; Lock-

amy & Khurana, 1995). Improved quality generally results in fewer complaints or reclaims, 

fewer discarded products and decreases production costs. 

Since quality can be defined as inversely proportional to variability, one aspect of quality 

improvement is the reduction of variability in processes and products (Montgomery, 2009a). 

No two products produced will ever be completely alike. If the variability in critical-to-quality 

(CTQ) characteristics is large, then the customer might not be satisfied with the product. An 

important success factor for quality improvement is thus knowledge of the variability present 

in production processes and products, so that this variability can be eliminated systematically 

(Sörqvist & Höglund, 2009). 

1.2. Problem discussion 

Defective units are often the result of variability in the production process. And when a prod-

uct does not conform to the specifications (when defective units are produced), this generates 

costs for poor quality for the manufacturer. Costs for poor quality are those costs associated 

with defect units, imperfect production processes or lost revenues (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2007). 

Note that costs for poor quality not only include costs for replacement of defective units 

(Quigley & McNamara, 1992). For example, suppose a manufacturer of mobile phones pro-

duced a defective unit. If the unit is detected during the production, the unit has to be either 

repaired or replaced, which generates costs and infers with the regular production. If the de-

fective mobile phone is not detected but sold to a customer, the customer will be dissatisfied 

with the product. An even though the company might replace the mobile phone with a new 

one, the customer might be unwilling to purchase any other products from that particular 

manufacturer in the future. Furthermore, dissatisfied customer have a tendency to tell others 

about their experiences. Which means that one displeased customer may result in as many as 

ten suspicious or lost customers (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2007; Foster, 2004). 

According to Bergman & Klefsjö (2007), the costs for poor quality are estimated to 10-30 

percent of the turnover for companies within the Swedish manufacturing industry. The conse-

quences of not actively examining and reducing variability in production processes and prod-

ucts are waste and excessive costs. 

1.2.1. Case study: Sandvik Coromant 

In this thesis, Sandvik Coromant in Gimo and the production of ready-to-press cemented car-

bide powder (at the department GHR) is used as a case study. 

The powder that Sandvik Coromant produces is mainly used for the production of carbide 

inserts (see figure 1.1). 
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Figure 1.1: Carbide inserts produced by Sandvik Coromant in Gimo 

The production personnel have noticed that the compaction pressure of the powder sometimes 

fluctuates and varies from batch to batch (Sabic, 2011). And recently two compaction tools 

were damaged at the Sandvik Coromant department GHB, due to a powder with a high com-

paction pressure (see figure 1.2). 

When a compaction tool is damaged, this affects the production and the productivity decreas-

es temporarily. The cost for repairing a compaction tool is estimated to 50 000 SEK (ibid). A 

high compaction pressure can also result in cracks in the carbide inserts, or alter the compac-

tion tools without notice. If a compaction tool would be altered, this could result in changes in 

the geometry of the carbide inserts. This is a more serious problem than the breaking of a 

press tool since the quality of the end-product would be affected or, if the default is discov-

ered, mean that numerous carbide inserts have to be discarded or revised. 

On the other hand, a too low compaction pressure risks causing porosity in the carbide inserts, 

which affects the strength or the durability (ibid). Thus, the compaction pressure cannot be 

too high, but not too low either
1
. 

The compaction pressure is a CTQ characteristic and the variability in the compaction pres-

sure clearly affects quality negatively. What the costs are for poor quality due to variability in 

the compaction pressure remains to be estimated, but the sum is likely to be significant. 

Why the compaction pressure fluctuates is not known. However, it is suspected that the raw 

material in general - and wolfram carbide and PRS
2
 in particular - has a rather large impact on 

the compaction pressure (ibid). 

                                                 
1
 Note that the customers (internal as well as external) have not yet provided any specification limits for the 

compaction pressure (Sabic, 2011). However, the department GHB has announced that they are planning to 

establish specification limits for the compaction pressure. 
2
 PRS is an abbreviation of Process Recycled Soft and consists of recycled material (Sandvik Coromant, 2011b). 
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Figure 1.2: One of the broken compaction tools at GHB 
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1.3. The purpose of the thesis 

The purpose is to identify factors affecting the compaction pressure: 

What is causing variability in the compaction pressure? 

The following research questions have been examined: 

(1) How does wolfram carbide affect the compaction pressure? 

(2) How does PRS affect the compaction pressure? 

(3) Are there any other factors affecting the compaction pressure? 

(4) How can the information generated by this thesis be used to decrease the variability in 

the compaction pressure and increase quality? 

The overall goal with the purpose is a better understanding of how to manage the compaction 

pressure during the production. The long-term goal is less variability in the compaction pres-

sure and decreased costs for poor quality. 

1.3.1. Delimitations of the case study 

Only the effects of raw material factors have been examined. The effects of equipment and 

production methods have not been analyzed. 

Only four different grades of powder have been analyzed in this study: 464, 466, 477 and 479. 

The grain size of these grades is 1.4 µm. This grain size was chosen because it has been prob-

lematic in the past (with regards to the compaction pressure) and the grades were chosen be-

cause they are produced rather frequently. 

The content of the powder is regulated by recipes, and the recipes cannot be changed without 

approval from the Sandvik Coromant materials department. Only the influence of such raw 

material factors that the production personnel can change have been examined, so that the 

results will be of practical use. 

1.4. The structure of the report 

Figure 1.3 illustrates the structure of the report. Note that the theoretical frame of reference is 

mainly relevant for the conclusions, discussions and recommendations. 

The report contains many appendixes. The appendixes contain more detailed information, 

such as formulas, all the secondary process data and the model adequacy controls. The appen-

dixes are referred to in the report when relevant. 

Also note that expressions and abbreviations are defined or explained when they appear in the 

report for the first time. Important abbreviations are also listed on page ix. 
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Figure 1.3: Shows how the chapters of the report are connected to each other.  
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2. The theoretical frame of reference 

This chapter contains the theoretical frame of reference. The chapter provides an overview of 

quality management, theory about understanding and reducing variability, and theory about 

customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction. 

2.1. An overview of quality management 

Quality management is a multifaceted issue (see figure 2.1). Understanding and reducing var-

iability in processes and products is an important part of the continuous improvement process 

(Bergman & Klefsjö, 2007). But quality management also includes other issues or challenges, 

such as understanding the customers and their needs, the translation of the voice of the cus-

tomers into product attributes, and the ability to produce products that create customer satis-

faction and (hopefully) loyal customers. In the end, quality is in the eyes of the beholder (the 

customer), and the customer might not perceive quality as simply products that conform to 

specifications. And even though most companies focus their quality improvement efforts on 

the objective aspects of quality, the subjective aspect of quality is what creates competitive 

advantages (Sower & Fair, 2005). 

 

Figure 2.1: An overview of the field of quality improvement (after Bergman & Klefsjö, 2007, 

p. 16). The reduction of variability is part of the continuous improvement process. 

Customer needs/requirements: 

Identify and understand 

Competitors’ weaknesses 

Translation of the voice of 

the customer into product 

attributes 

Development of 

products 

Development of 

production processes 

Understanding variability and 

improving process performance 

Production 

Customer satisfaction: 

Understand and measure 

Create loyal customers 
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2.2. Understanding and reducing variability in a production process 

A process can be defined as a network of connected activities repeated over time (Bergman & 

Klefsjö, 2007). The purpose of a production process is generally to transform input into out-

put (see figure 2.2) and to create customer satisfaction with as little resource use as possible. 

The process links the past with the future. Therefore, statistical analyses of the process’ histo-

ry may generate information about the process’ present and future capability, and provide 

information about how the process may be improved. 

 

Figure 2.2: An illustration of a production process (after Montgomery, 2009a, p. 13). The 

control chart is a statistical-process-control tool for monitoring, controlling and improving 

process performance.  

2.2.1. The control chart 

Kaoru Ishikawa once stated that we live in a world of dispersions (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2007, 

p. 233). This statement is valid for life in general, but also for any operating production pro-

cess. Variability or variation is an inevitable part of every process. The control chart is a tool 

for understanding, monitoring and reducing this inherent variability (Wadsworth, 2000).
3
 

Variability often forms patterns; patterns that can be described and understood statistically 

(ibid). The purpose of the control chart is to visualize these patterns, to identify assignable 

causes of variation
4
, to eliminate these assignable causes and to create processes with a mini-

mum of variability (Montgomery, 2009a; Bergman & Klefsjö, 2007; Park, 2003). The control 

                                                 
3
 The control chart is known as one of the famous 7QC tools and it is one of the primary techniques of statistical 

process control (Montgomery, 2009a). 
4
 Assignable causes of variation are factors that affect the yield, cause variability and can be detected (Mont-

gomery, 2009a; Bergman & Klefsjö, 2007; Wadsworth, 2000). Chance causes of variation are factors that affect 

the yield and cause variation, but the impact is rather small and the factors might not be possible to identify. 

Chance causes of variation create the background noise. 

… 

… 

Input 

Raw materials,  

components,  

subassemblies,  

and/or information 

𝑦 = Quality characteristic, 

(CTQs) 

Process 

𝑥1,𝑥2, … , 𝑥𝑝 

Controllable inputs/factors 

𝑧1, 𝑧2, … , 𝑧𝑞 

Uncontrollable inputs/factors 

The control chart 

Measurement 

Evaluation 

Monitoring and control 

Output product 
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chart is thus an important part of quality improvement; the control chart makes it possible to 

understand the patterns and the capability of a process, and to continuously improve the pro-

duction process. 

When there are no assignable causes of variation present, the process is in a state of statistical 

control (Montgomery, 2009a; Sörqvist & Höglund, 2009; Bergman & Klefsjö, 2007; Wads-

worth, 2000). The yield of a process in statistical control will be predictable. However, since 

assignable causes may occur randomly, the process needs to be monitored, to ensure that no 

shifts in the process mean or variance occur. And if shifts occur, that corrective action may be 

undertaken quickly. The control chart can thus also be used for purposes of monitoring a pro-

cess. 

A control chart typically contains a center line (representing the mean value), an upper control 

limit and a lower control limit (Montgomery, 2009a; Sörqvist & Höglund, 2009; Bergman & 

Klefsjö, 2007; Park, 2003; Wadsworth, 2000)
5
. The control limits are usually defined as three 

standard deviations above and below the process mean.
6
 When the process is in a state of sta-

tistical control, a majority of the samples will fall within these control limits. When a sample 

plots outside the control limits, or if a non-random pattern occurs in the control chart, the pro-

cess is said to be out-of-control (then assignable causes to variation are present). According to 

Montgomery (2009a, p. 185), most processes are not operating in a state of statistical con-

trol. 

2.2.2. Experimentation 

Statistically designed experiments can provide valuable knowledge about which factors are 

affecting the production process and the important quality characteristics (Montgomery, 

2009a; Bergman & Klefsjö, 2007). Hunter (2000) describes the process of learning through 

experimentation as a complex mechanism, combining one’s hopes, needs, knowledge and re-

sources. 

In a production process, inputs are cultivated and transformed into output (see figure 2.2) 

(ibid). Some of the variables affecting the output during the production process are controlla-

ble; some of the variables are not. When performing an experiment, deliberate changes are 

made to the input variables or other factors affecting the output, in order to observe the effect 

of these variables (Montgomery, 2009b). The effect of a factor is the change in the response 

variable when changing the factor from one level to another. The aim of an experiment could 

be knowledge of how to set the variables in order to optimize the yield, to create a more ro-

bust production process or product, or to identify sources to variability. Statistically designed 

                                                 
5
 There are several different designs of the control chart. Readers are referred to Montgomery (2009a) or 

Wadsworth (2000) for more information. 
6
 The control limits are thus the result of the variability of the process (Montgomery, 2009a; Bergman & Klefsjö, 

2007). The control limits are used to control whether the process is in a state of statistical control. Control limits 

are often confused with specification (or tolerance) limits. The specification limits are determined externally and 

are used to control whether individual units satisfy product requirements. 
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experiments are thus an important tool for understanding and reducing variability, and for 

optimizing process performance (Montgomery, 2009a).
7
 

2.3. Conformance to specifications and costs for poor quality 

Costs for poor quality are generally defined as those costs associated with defect units, imper-

fect production processes or lost revenues (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2007). In the traditional view 

of costs for poor quality, there are no costs for poor quality as long as the products are within 

the quality specification limits
8
 (McConnell et al, 2011; Perona, 1998; Quigley & McNamara, 

1992). This view of costs for poor quality is illustrated in figure 2.3. 

 

Figure 2.3: The traditional view of costs for poor quality (after Bergman & Klefsjö, 2007, p. 

216). LSL is the lover specification limit and USL is the upper specification limit. 

Edwards Deming once stated that it is good management to reduce variation in any quality 

characteristic […], even if no defectives or out-of-specification results are occurring (Mc-

Connell et al, 2011, p.38). This statement has since then been supported by several other qual-

ity gurus, such as Genichi Taguchi, Walter Shewart and John Little, as well as by the famous 

quality management concept Sex Sigma. This is because variability always generates costs for 

poor quality, even though the specifications are met (ibid). 

  

                                                 
7
 More information about statistically designed experiments is provided in chapter 5 Experimental methods. 

8
 This statements is based on the assumption that the specification limits matches customer requirements. 

Costs for 

poor quality 

LSL Target USL 
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2.3.1. The Taguchi loss function 

Genichi Taguchi is (among other things) famous for his definition of quality as the loss im-

parted to society
9
 (Anand, 1997, p. 196) and the Taguchi loss function. The Taguchi loss 

function provided another view of costs for poor quality than that of the traditional view. Ac-

cording to the Taguchi loss function, costs for poor quality increase on a continuous scale as 

the output deviates from the target value (see figure 2.4). The shape of the curve in the 

Taguchi loss function is usually a parabola (McConnell et al, 2011; Perona, 1998; Quigley & 

McNamara, 1992). 

 

Figure 2.4: Taguchi’s view of costs for poor quality (after Bergman & Klefsjö, 2007, p. 216). 

According to the Taguchi loss function, the costs for poor quality are null only when the 

product met the target value (Perona, 1998)
10

. 

A weakness with the traditional view of costs for poor quality is that all products within the 

specification limits are considered to be of equal quality and all products outside the specifi-

cation limits are considered equally bad (McConnell et al, 2011; Anand, 1998). To illustrate 

this: imagine three products, products A, B and C. Product A is within the specification limits, 

right next to the upper control limit. The quality of product A is thus considered to be good. 

Product B is just outside the upper control limit and product C is outside the upper control 

limit, but far away from it. With the traditional view of quality, products B and C are consid-

ered to be of equally bad quality. However, from a customer perspective, products A and B 

are likely to be perceived as equally good (or bad).  

                                                 
9
 Taguchi’s definition of quality was somewhat radical at the time (the 1970s). The definition implies that not 

only should products and services create customer satisfaction but also create value for the society and fulfill 

societal needs (Anand, 1997). For example, a product which performs as intended and creates customer satisfac-

tion but harms the environment is not of good quality. 
10

 This statement is based on the assumption that the target value matches customer requirements perfectly. 
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The target value is the optimum value and the specification limits reflect the variability that is 

considered tolerable. The tolerance levels often express what the company is able to produce. 

But, as McConnell et al (2011) and Anand (1999) stress in their articles, tolerable is not the 

same as desirable. And according to Perona (1998), a serious implication of adopting the tra-

ditional view of costs for poor quality is that the quality parameters will tend to become uni-

formly distributed rather than normally distributed. This is because all products within the 

specification limits are considered to be of equal quality; there is thus no stimulation to aim 

for the target value, even though this value is in fact the optimum. 

2.3.2. Suppliers and costs for poor quality 

Generally it is more important and economically rewarding to focusing on reducing variabil-

ity in the earlier steps of a production process, since variability and costs for poor quality usu-

ally increases as the production process progresses (McConnell et al, 2011). 

The quality of an end product is not only affected by variability in the production process but 

also by the quality of the raw material (the input) (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2007; Donovan & 

Maresca, 2000). Variability in the raw material (and other input) is a major cause of costs for 

poor quality, especially for manufacturing companies. A production process can never be bet-

ter than its weakest link. And sometimes this weakest link may be the suppliers. According to 

Montgomery (2009a), the selection and management of suppliers is one of the most critical 

aspects for the quality of the end-product. Quality development and continuous improvements 

should thus be a joint venture between the suppliers and the buyers. 

2.4. Customer satisfaction 

Customer satisfaction is the ultimate measurement and goal of quality management (Bergman 

& Klefsjö, 2007; Perona, 1998). A company’s customers may be defined as anyone who is 

affected by the product or by the process used to produce the product (Juran, 2000b) or as 

those who the organization strives to create value for (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2007, p. 29). The 

customers may be external as well as internal
11

, and different categories of customers may 

have different requirements or needs. Sometimes the requirements of different customer cate-

gories may be contradictory. Therefore it is important for a company to identify (all) its cus-

tomers and their expectations, and to prioritize the most important customers (if necessary). 

2.4.1. Kano’s theory of attractive quality 

When a customer purchases a product, the customer expects the product to solve a problem or 

to satisfy a particular need (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2007). These expectations or requirements 

have to be understood if the company is to be able to provide quality products, create custom-

er satisfaction and prioritize the most promising quality improvement projects (Sörqvist & 

                                                 
11

 There is a relationship between internal and external customer satisfaction. A scientific study showed that the 

correlation coefficient between internal and external customer satisfaction is approximately 0.9 (Bergman & 

Klefsjö, 2007). 
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Höglund, 2009; Robinson, 2009).  Noriaki Kano’s theory of attractive quality is a model that 

explains the relationship between different quality attributes and customer satisfaction (see 

figure 2.5) (Löfgren & Witell, 2008; Matzler et al, 1996). 

 

Figure 2.5: An illustration of the theory of attractive quality (after Löfgren & Witell, 2008, 

p.62). 

According to the theory of attractive quality, quality characteristics or attributes can be classi-

fied into five categories: 

(1) Attractive 

Attractive quality attributes increase customer satisfaction when provided. Usually, 

these characteristics are not expected by the customer; and therefore they do not create 

dissatisfaction when not provided. Providing attractive quality generates loyal and de-

lighted customers (Robinson, 2009; Löfgren & Witell, 2008; Matzler et al, 1996)
12

. 

(2) One-dimensional 

One-dimensional quality attributes are those attributes that the customer perceives as 

important. One-dimensional quality attributes increase customer satisfaction when 

provided, but decrease satisfaction when not provided (ibid).  

  

                                                 
12

 Studies show that increasing customer loyalty with 5 percent can increase the profit with 100 percent (Matzler 

et al, 1996). 
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(3) Must-be 

Must-be quality attributes are those requirements that the customer takes for granted 

and expects to be provided. If the must-be attributes are not provided, the customer 

will be displeased with the product (ibid). 

(4) Indifferent 

Indifferent quality attributes do not create customer satisfaction nor dissatisfaction. 

They are attributes not of importance to the customer (Robinson, 2009; Löfgren & 

Witell, 2008). 

(5) Reverse  

Reverse quality attributes decrease customer satisfaction when provided (ibid). 

Thus, in order to meet customer expectations, the company has to provide the must-be quality 

and the one-dimensional quality attributes (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2007). In order to exceed 

customer expectations, the company has to provide attractive quality attributes as well. But 

since the customers themselves are not aware of attractive quality attributes before they have 

been provided, this is challenging for any company and requires an intimate understanding of 

the customers and their needs (Robinson, 2009). Or as Sower and Fair (2005, p. 14) put it: If 

we were to go back in time 100 years and ask a farmer what he’d like if he could have any-

thing, he’d probably tell us he wanted a horse that was twice as strong and ate half as many 

oats. He would not tell us he wanted a tractor. 

Note that reducing variability and improving process performance affects one-dimensional 

and must-be quality attributes (Kondo, 2000). Attractive quality cannot be created by merely 

improving existing quality, but requires out-of-the-box thinking.
13

 

Over time, customer expectations will change; and so will the quality attributes and the classi-

fication of them (Robinson, 2009; Löfgren & Witell, 2008; Bergman & Klefsjö, 2007; Foster, 

2004). Over a period of time, attractive quality attributes may become one-dimensional or 

must-be attributes. An indifferent quality attribute may become an attractive attribute. Be-

cause of this evolution, it is a challenge for any company to continuously create customer 

value and satisfaction.  

                                                 
13

 This is not always true. For example, safety may be a must-be requirement for a car manufacturer. However, a 

proven record of 100 percent safety may be regarded as an attractive quality element by the customers (Kondo, 

2000). 
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3. The methodological framework 

This chapter provides the methodological frame of reference. Research purpose, research 

traditions, methods for data collection and analysis are discussed; and the work procedure of 

the thesis is described.  

Methodology is the theory of how research should be conducted (Saunders et al, 2009). 

Method refers to the techniques and procedures used to obtain and analyze data. But why 

should there be a chapter about the methodology and about the methods in a thesis report? 

Research is about collecting, analyzing and interpreting data systematically, to answer stated 

research questions (ibid). Research can be conducted in different ways and be based on differ-

ent assumptions; there is no research recipe valid for all research situations. Therefore, how 

the research was conducted (which methods were applied) and which foundation the research 

was based on (the methodology) is important for when the credibility and the validity of the 

results are to be assessed. 

3.1. Research purpose 

There are three different research purposes: the exploratory, the descriptive and the explanato-

ry (Saunders et al, 2009). 

An exploratory study is conducted when the purpose is to gain new knowledge of a phenome-

non or of a problem (ibid), when the goal is to explain what is happening. A descriptive study 

is conducted when the purpose is to portray an accurate profile of persons, events or situa-

tions (Robson, according to Saunders et al, 2009, p. 140). The descriptive study is mostly a 

means to achieve something else and is often part of an exploratory study. An explanatory 

study is conducted when the purpose is to examine a situation or a problem, and the goal is to 

establish a cause-and-effect relationship between variables (ibid). 

The research purpose of this thesis is explanatory in nature. 

3.2. Research strategies 

3.2.1. Induction and deduction 

There are two different research approaches: induction and deduction. 

Deduction is when data follows theory; when a hypothesis is deduced from existing theory, 

and then the hypothesis is examined (Saunders et al, 2009). The deductive strategy is a struc-

tured approach to study a phenomenon. However, compared to the inductive strategy, the de-

ductive strategy is less flexible and creative in nature, and alternative explanations might be 

foreseen. 
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Induction is when theory follows data; when data is collected and analyzed, and a theory is 

deduced from the results (ibid). Induction is appropriate when the purpose is to examine why 

rather than what. When using the inductive strategy, extensive knowledge or experience of the 

phenomenon under study is required. A weakness with the inductive strategy is that the results 

may be hard to generalize. 

In this study, the inductive research approach was used. 

Deduction is generally considered the safest option for a research project, since the hypothe-

ses examined are established in theory. Induction, on the other hand, is generally considered 

less safe. Saunders et al (2009, p. 127) writes: With induction you have constantly to live with 

the fear that no useful data patterns and theory will emerge. This was certainly the case in 

this research project. 

3.2.2. Research traditions 

There are two different research traditions: the quantitative tradition and the qualitative tradi-

tion (Saunders et al, 2009). 

Within the quantitative tradition, the data collected and analyzed are numerical (ibid). The 

quantitative research tradition is about statistics and about making generalizations. Within the 

qualitative tradition, the data collected and analyzed are non-numerical (ibid). Statistical sig-

nificance is less important within the qualitative tradition, instead people’s opinions about the 

phenomenon under study are in focus. 

In this thesis, the quantitative research tradition has been adopted.  

3.2.3. Primary and secondary data 

There are two sources of data: Primary and secondary. Primary data are data that the re-

searcher has collected specifically to answer the research questions. Secondary data are data 

that someone else has collected for some other purpose (Saunders et al, 2009). 

In an industrial setting, secondary data are often collected routinely by the production person-

nel. Using secondary data saves time and it might be useful for detecting trends over time 

(ibid). However, there are risks associated with secondary data. For example, the data might 

have been affected by unknown nuisance factors at different points in time. According to 

Dudewicz (2000), analysis of secondary data might provide an indication of cause-and-effect 

relationships, but in general, secondary data are of little value and should be used with cau-

tion. 

In this thesis, both primary and secondary data have been collected and analyzed. The sec-

ondary data was collected during the pre-experimental study. 
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3.3. Reliability and validity 

The credibility of the research conducted depends on the reliability and the validity (Saunders 

et al, 2009; Ejvegård, 2003). 

Reliability refers to the issue of repeatability: will the data collection methods and the analysis 

methods yield a similar result if the research would be repeated? Validity refers to the rele-

vance of the measurements or the observations in relation to the purpose, and if the results of 

the research will be generally valid. 

The reliability and the validity of this thesis will be discussed in chapter 9.2 Method discus-

sion. 

3.4. Methods 

Experimentation was chosen as the main strategy to obtain the data necessary to answer the 

research questions: 

(1) How does wolfram carbide affect the compaction pressure? 

(2) How does PRS affect the compaction pressure? 

(3) Are there any other factors affecting the compaction pressure? 

Which factors to include in the experiments were determined during the pre-experimental 

study. Statistical methods were used to analyze both the secondary data and the data derived 

from the experiments. In chapter 4 Methods for analysis of secondary data, the methods used 

to analyze the secondary data are described. In chapter 5 Experimental methods, the experi-

mental methods are described. 

A literature study (in combination with observations and discussions) was performed to an-

swer the research question: 

(4) How can the information generated by this thesis be used to decrease the variability in 

the compaction pressure and increase quality? 

3.4.1. The work procedure 

The work procedure for the project is outlined in figure 3.1. Note that the project report was 

written and processed during the entire project (although this is not visible in figure 3.1). The 

project has been highly iterative; the results from different stages in the project continuously 

impacted the conclusions from previous stages and the future direction of the project. 
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Figure 3.1: The work procedure of the project 

3.4.2. The literature study 

The literature reviewed in this study has mainly been of secondary nature. Secondary litera-

ture includes books and journals (Saunders et al, 2009). All the scientific articles referred to in 

this report have been peer-reviewed. To ensure the credibility of the literature study, different 

books and articles about the same topics have been reviewed. When possible, publications of 

authors representing opposing views of a particular subject have been reviewed. 

The books of Montgomery (2009a; 2009b), Juran & Godfrey (2000) and Bergman & Klefsjö 

(2007) were used as a starting point for the literature study. The reference lists of these books 

were used to find further information.  

The scientific articles about quality management and experimentation were found through the 

search engine ProQuest.  
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4. Methods for analysis of secondary data 

In this chapter, the methods used to analyze the secondary data are described. 

The collection and analysis of secondary process data was part of the pre-experimental study. 

The purpose was to obtain a general view of the present situation and to identify potential 

design factors. 

Secondary process data was collected about the compaction pressure, about the compaction 

pressure of wolfram carbide and PRS, and about the compaction density and the viscosity of 

the batches produced during the period 2008-2011. Why this data was collected is explained 

or motivated in chapter 7 The pre-experimental study. The data originate from the laboratory 

GHR3. The raw process data were compiled in tables. The analysis of the secondary data was 

performed in the statistical software Minitab. 

Note that the compaction pressure of wolfram carbide will be abbreviated CPWC in the 

rest of the report and the compaction pressure of PRS will be abbreviated CPPRS. In fig-

ures, tables and graphs, the compaction pressure will sometimes be abbreviated to CP 

and the compaction density will sometimes be abbreviated CD. 

4.1. Basic descriptive statistics 

To obtain a general view of the variability in the compaction pressure; the mean compaction 

pressure, the standard deviation, the maximum and minimum compaction pressure and the 

range were calculated. 

The mean value describes the central tendency of the observations in a set of data (Montgom-

ery, 2009a; Vännman, 2009a; Dudewicz, 2000).  The mean compaction pressure was comput-

ed as  

 ̅  
 

 
∑  

 

  1

 

where   is the number of observations and  1,  2, … ,    are the values of the compaction 

pressure. 

The range   is defined as the difference between the largest at the smallest value in a set of 

data (ibid). The range was calculated as 

            

where      is the largest value of the compaction pressure and      is the smallest value of 

the compaction pressure. 
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The standard deviation   describes the variability in a set of data; it is a measurement of how 

far from the mean value the observations are in general (ibid). The standard deviation was 

calculated as 

  √ 2  √
 

   
∑(    ̅)2

 

  1

 

4.2. The box plot 

A box plot analysis was performed of the compaction pressure data. 

A box plot is a graphical display of the central tendency and the spread in a set of data. A box 

plot also visualizes deviations from symmetry in distribution and facilitates the identification 

of outliers. According to Montgomery (2009a) and Vännman (2009a), box plots are particu-

larly useful for comparisons between different sets of related data. 

The purpose with the box plot analysis was to visualize the variability in the compaction pres-

sure, to compare the variability between the grades and to detect potential outliers. Since out-

liers are not representative of the normal state, they should be removed before the data is ana-

lyzed, otherwise invalid conclusions might be the result of the analysis (Dudewicz, 2000). 

4.3. Time 

Time is an important factor to considering when examining variability in a set of data (Mont-

gomery, 2009a; Dudewicz, 2000). When the yield is plotted versus the time order of the data, 

changes over time can be detected and examined. The mean yield might change over time, or 

the variability within the process. If shifts are identified at certain points in time, this can pro-

vide valuable clues into which variables are affecting the yield. 

The compaction pressure data was plotted versus the time order of production. The purpose 

was to obtain an overview and to detect potential shifts or trends. Also, the compaction pres-

sure, CPWC and the compaction density were plotted versus the time order of production. The 

purpose was to examine if the variables seemed to be correlated. 

4.4. Scatter diagrams 

A scatter plot analysis was performed, with the compaction pressure plotted versus CPWC and 

the compaction density. The purpose was to visualize potential correlation patterns. 

The scatter diagram is a tool for identifying a possible relationship between two variables. But 

correlation in a scatter diagram does not necessarily mean that a relationship between the two 

variables exists (Montgomery, 2009a; Dudewicz, 2000). 
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4.5. Linear regression 

A linear regression analysis was performed; with the compaction pressure as response varia-

ble ( ) and CPWC ( 1) and the compaction density ( 2) as regressor variables. The purpose 

was to examining the relationship between the variables. 

The relationship between the variables can be described with the empirical model: 

      1  1   2  2    , where    , , … ,   

where   is the number of observations,    is the intercept,  1 and  2 are the regression coeffi-

cients, and    is the error term (Montgomery, 2009a; Vännman, 2009b; Dudewicz, 2000). The 

error term    is assumed to be normally and independently distributed with mean zero and 

constant variance (the ordinary least squares assumptions). When performing a regression 

analysis, the ordinary least squares assumptions always need to be examined (see chapter 4.6 

Model adequacy control). 

The method of ordinary least squares was used to estimate the regression coefficients. The 

regression model was thus obtained by minimizing the sum of squares of the residuals (ibid). 

The regression coefficients should be interpreted as the mean change in the response for one 

unit of change in the corresponding regressor variable, whilst the other regressor variables are 

held at constant levels (Montgomery, 2009a; Vännman, 2009b). Note that the regression coef-

ficients only measure the strength of the linear relationship. Without additional knowledge 

about the regressor variables and the response variable, it is impossible to draw any conclu-

sions about cause-and-effect from a regression analysis. 

The total sum of squares, the regression sum of squares and the residual (or error) sum of 

squares were calculated. The total sum of squares is a measurement of the total variability in 

the data (ibid). The regression sum of squares is a measurement of the variability explained by 

the regression model. And the residual sum of squares is a measurement of the variability that 

the model cannot explain. The formulas for calculating the sum of squares are in appendix A 

Formulas for regression analysis. 

The coefficient of multiple determination ( 2) was calculated.  2 is a measurement of the 

proportion of variability explained by the regression model (ibid). However, since the value of 

 2 always increases as more variables are included in the regression model, even if the varia-

bles are not statistically significant, the adjusted  2 was calculated as well. The adjusted  2 

incorporates information about the number of variables and decreases if the model contains 

non-significant variables. The formulas for calculating the  2 statistics are in appendix E The 

R
2
 statistics. 

When the regression model had been estimated, a hypothesis test was performed to determine 

whether or not the regression model could be considered statistically significant (see appendix 

A Formulas for regression analysis). The   value was used to assess the significance. Mont-

gomery (2009a, p. 117) defines the   value as the smallest level of significance that would 

lead to the rejection of the null hypothesis. 
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4.6. Model adequacy control 

An important part of the analysis of variance is to examine the residuals to ensure that the 

error term is normally and independently distributed with mean zero and constant variance 

(the ordinary least squares assumptions) (Montgomery, 2009a; Vännman, 2009). A residual is 

the difference between an actual observation    and the corresponding fitted value  ̂ . The 

fitted value is the value of the yield predicted by the regression model. 

Model adequacy controls were made on the regression analyses and the analyses of the exper-

iments. 

A model adequacy control includes plotting the residuals 

(1) in a normal probability plot 

(2) versus the fitted value 

(3) versus the regressor variables or the factor levels 

(4) versus the time order of the data 

The residuals should be structureless and exhibit a non-random pattern (ibid). If a pattern ap-

pears in any of the residual plots, the ordinary least squares assumptions might be violated.  

Appendix F Guidelines for analysis of residuals provides more detailed information about 

analysis of the residuals. 
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5. Experimental methods 

In this chapter, theory about experimentation is provided and the experimentation strategy of 

the thesis is described. 

5.1. Experimental strategy 

According to Montgomery (2009b) there are three different strategies of experimentation: 

(1) The best-guess strategy 

(2) The one-factor-at-a-time strategy 

(3) The factorial experiment strategy 

The best-guess is a trial-and error strategy; the experimenter uses his/her judgment and 

knowledge of the problem and tests different combinations that he/she believes will yield the 

desirable result (ibid). A major disadvantage with this strategy is that the experimenter may 

settle when an acceptable result is achieved, not knowing that there could be a better result. 

The one-factor-at-a-time strategy is frequently used in practice. The experimenter varies one 

factor while keeping the other factors at a constant level (ibid). The advantage with this strat-

egy is that the result is easy to interpret and understand. 

A weakness with the one-factor-at-a-time design is that it normally fails to consider potential 

interactions among factors (Montgomery, 2009b; Hunter 2000; Antony, 1998). An interaction 

is the failure of one factor to produce the same effect on the response at different levels of 

another factor (Montgomery, 2009b, p. 4). Since two-factor interactions are fairly common, it 

is important that they are examined as well. Or as the CEO of The George Group puts it: To 

bake a good cake, you need to consider both oven temperature and bake time. If you tried 

testing oven temperature and bake time separately, you wouldn’t get an accurate result 

(George, 2002, p. 218). 

Another disadvantage with the one-factor-at-a-time approach is that it is inefficient; the num-

ber of runs required is less with a factorial experiment
14

 (Montgomery, 2009b; Bergman & 

Klefsjö, 2007; Antony, 1998). In a factorial experiment, the experimenter varies the factors 

together. Apart from being the most effective method of experimentation, a well-designed 

factorial experiment also provides the most accurate result (Montgomery, 2009b; Bergman & 

Klefsjö, 2007; George, 2002; Antony, 1998). 

                                                 
14

 For example, suppose the experimenter would like to examine the effects of three factors - factors A, B and C 

- at two different levels. If the experimental error is to be estimated, the factors have to be tested (at least) two 

times at each level. With a one-factor-at-a-time design, this would require twelve runs. If a factorial 2
3
 design is 

used instead, the number of runs required is only eight. 
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5.2. Basic principles 

According to Montgomery (2009b) there are three basic principles important to considering 

when designing an experiment: 

(1) Randomization 

(2) Replication 

(3) Blocking 

Randomization means that the allocation of resources and the order of the runs in the experi-

ment do not follow a pattern but are randomly determined (Montgomery, 2009b; Sanders & 

Coleman, 2003; Hunter, 2000; Antony, 1998). Randomization is a strategy to average out the 

effect of extraneous factors and to reduce the probability of the extraneous factors to align 

with any of the design factors. 

Replication means that each treatment combination in an experiment is repeated independent-

ly (Montgomery, 2009b; Hunter, 2000; Antony, 1998). When the treatment combinations are 

replicated, the effects of uncontrollable factors and the effects of random variation are more 

likely to balance out. Replication also makes it possible to estimate the experimental error; 

which in turn makes it possible to determine the statistical significance of the observed differ-

ences in data. 

Blocking is a technique used to improve the precision when estimating the effects of the fac-

tors in an experiment and systematically “block out” the influence of extraneous factors or 

nuisance factors (Montgomery, 2009b; Bergman & Klefsjö, 2007; Costa et al, 2006; Hunter, 

2000). Montgomery (2009b, p.13) describes a block as a set of relatively homogenous exper-

imental conditions. Blocking can be used when the nuisance factors are known and controlla-

ble. 

The overall strategy to minimize the influence of extraneous factors or noise factors in this 

thesis was to keep these factors at constant levels and to randomize the run order. The statisti-

cal software Minitab was used to generate a random run order. 

All the experiments conducted were replicated three times
15

. This was done because it was 

important to obtain a reliable result and because there were no budget limitations to consider 

(except for time). 

5.3. Planning and designing an experiment 

When performing an experiment in a complex industry setting, there are often several factors 

that could affect the response and several sources to variability. It is important to be aware of 

and map these factors before the experiment is launched so that appropriate action can be tak-

en to insure that the influence of extraneous factors or noise factors is minimized. According 

                                                 
15

 With one exception: When experiment I was repeated in the production, the experiment was only replicated 

twice.  
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to Montgomery (2009b), 80 percent of the success or failure of an experiment can be directly 

related to the planning. 

Montgomery (2009b)
16

 recommends the following procedure for successfully planning an 

experiment: 

(1) Definition of the problem 

(2) Selection and definition of response variables 

(3) Selection and definition of factors, levels and ranges 

(4) Choice of design 

When planning an experiment it is also important to considering the inference space
17

 and to 

be aware of potential restrictions in the validity of the result or of the conclusions (Sanders & 

Coleman, 2003). 

5.3.1. Experimentation as an iterative process 

The scientific method of investigating a subject is an iterative process and this is important to 

keep in mind when planning an experiment (Montgomery, 2009b; Hunter, 2000). A single 

experiment, no matter how comprehensive, is unlikely to provide all the information needed 

to answer the research questions and solve the problem. An experiment is always based on the 

current state of knowledge; therefore, as well as the result of an experiment is likely to pro-

vide answers to some questions, it is also likely to raise other questions. Experimentation 

should thus be viewed as a process in which several sequential experiments are performed 

(Hung, 2003). According to Montgomery (2009b), as a general rule, no more than 25 percent 

of the project budget should be spent on the first experiment. 

5.3.2. Choice of design 

The choice of the proper design is an important choice. However, if the pre-experimental 

planning has been thorough, the choice of design normally comes quite easily (Montgomery, 

2009b). Important to considering when choosing a design is the experimental objective, the 

number of factors and levels, the run order, the budget (resources), number of replicates and if 

there are any randomization restrictions or other restrictions. 

There are numerous different designs to choose from. Hung (2003) classifies the designs into 

six different groups: (1) factorial designs, (2) fractional factorial designs, (3) randomized 

complete block designs, split-plot designs and nested designs, (4) incomplete block designs, 

(5) response surface designs and mixture designs, and (6) robust designs. According to Mont-

                                                 
16

 For more information about planning experiments, readers are referred to the supplemental text material (chap-

ter 1) of the book Design and analysis of experiments (Montgomery, 2009). 
17

 The inference space is those conditions in which the result of an experiment will be valid (Sanders & Cole-

man, 2003). For example, when an experiment is run in an industrial setting, and the goal is to improve a certain 

process or product, not only does the experimental material need to be randomly allocated but it also needs to be 

representative of the material used in the regular production, if the result is to be useful. 
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gomery (2009b) and Hunter (2000), when choosing a design, one should always choose the 

simplest design possible. 

5.3.3. The pre-experimental planning in this thesis 

The purpose of the pre-experimental planning was to map the present situation and to obtain 

the foundation necessary to plan the experiments. 

In the pre-experimental study, the personnel were asked which factors they thought would 

affect the compaction pressure and secondary process data was collected and analyzed. In-

formation was also collected about extraneous factors and potential noise factors. Since there 

appeared to be numerous potential noise factors, of which many are unknown, it was decided 

that the overall strategy to minimize the effect of these factors was to randomize the experi-

ment properly and to keep as many extraneous factors as possible at constant levels. 

A total of three experiments were conducted. The designs chosen were the one-factor-at-a-

time design, and the 2
2
 and the 2

3
 factorial designs.  Figure 5.1 contains the factors tested in 

each experiment and the levels of the factors. Note that the pre-experimental study was re-

vised continuously during the project, and which factors would be tested in each experiment 

was not decided from the start. 

 

Figure 5.1: The factors and their levels. Since the proportion of wolfram carbide automatical-

ly changes as the proportion of PRS changes, the proportion of wolfram carbide was not in-

cluded as a factor in experiment II. Grain size Co refers to the grain size of the ready-to-mill 

cobalt. 

Experiment I Experiment II Experiment III Effect on the com-

paction pressure 

CPWC 

Levels: 

155 MPa 

160 MPa 

195 MPa 
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Levels: 
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158 MPa 
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Levels: 

0.05 

0.10 

CPWC 

Levels: 

195 MPa 

160 MPa 

Grain size Co 

Levels: 

1.40 µm 

0.67 µm 
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Of practical reasons it would not have been possible to conduct all the experiments in the pro-

duction. Therefore it was decided that experiment I was to be run once in the laboratory and 

once in the production, to obtain a reference point for the validity of the results from the la-

boratory. 

It was decided that the recipe of grade 477 would be used for experiments I and II, and that 

the recipe of grade 466 would be used for experiment III. Note that the recipes were scaled 

down in the laboratory; kilograms became grams. 

The PRS used in the experiment has not been approved for use in the production. If the com-

paction pressure of PRS was to be a design factor, then two different grades of PRS with dif-

ferent compaction pressures were required. But there were not enough approved PRS availa-

ble at the time for the experiment. This of course affects the validity of the results from exper-

iment II to some extent. 

5.4. Trial runs 

Montgomery (2009b) recommends that some trial runs are performed before the actual exper-

iment is conducted. During the trial runs, the experimenter may gain new insights or 

knowledge of the experimentation process. The trial runs also provide an opportunity for the 

experimenter to practice his/her experimentation technique and to evaluate the measurement 

system. 

In this thesis, before the experimentation began, a few trial runs were conducted. The purpose 

with the trial runs was mainly to practice the experimentation technique. The milling time was 

also determined during the trial runs, and experimentation routines were established (see ap-

pendix B Experimentation routines).  

5.5. Analyzing an experiment 

Appropriate statistical methods should be used to analyze the data from an experiment so that 

the results and conclusions can be considered objective (Montgomery, 2009b; Hunter 2000). 

Analyzing data from an experiment is about estimating the effects of the design factors and 

estimating how probable the design factors are to influence the response. Hunter (2000, p. 

47.2) writes that data analyses must be conditioned by statements of uncertainty, by consider-

ation of probability. Properly applied statistical methods cannot prove the effect of a particu-

lar design factor; the result of an experiment can merely serve as a guideline as to which fac-

tors are likely to affect the yield. 

The conclusions from an experiment should be useful from a practical point of view; a result 

can be of statistical significance but not of practical significance. Furthermore, the conclu-

sions should always be limited to the objective evidence at hand and any limitations in validi-

ty should be accounted for (Hunter, 2000). The conclusions should also contain recommenda-

tions for further investigations. 
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In this thesis, the statistical software Minitab was used analyze the data obtained from the 

experiments. It was decided that the confidence level        would be sufficient. 

5.5.1. The one-factor-at-a-time design 

In experiment I, CPWC was tested at three different levels. 

The yield from the experiment was plotted in a graph, with CPWC as the  -axis and the com-

paction pressure as the  -axis. The purpose with this plot was to visualize the difference in the 

yield at the different levels of CPWC. 

A 95 percent confidence interval of the mean compaction pressure, at the different levels of 

CPWC, was calculated as 

 ̅        2⁄ ,   √
   

 
     ̅        2⁄ ,   √

   

 
 

  is the total number of experimental runs (which was 12),   is the number of levels (which 

was 3),   ̅   is the mean yield of the  th treatment and     is the error mean squares (Mont-

gomery, 2009b). 

How the error mean squares and the sum of squares were calculated is described in appendix 

C Formulas for analysis of the one-factor-at-a-time design. How the coefficient of determina-

tion was calculated is described in appendix E The R
2
 statistics. 

A hypothesis test was performed to determine the probability of CPWC being active. The   

value was used to assess the significance. How the hypothesis test was performed is described 

in appendix C Formulas for analysis of the one-factor-at-a-time design. 

Finally the residuals were analyzed to determine whether the ordinary least squares assump-

tions could be considered satisfied. How the analysis of the residuals was performed is de-

scribed in chapter 4.6 Model adequacy control. 

5.5.2. The 22 and the 23 factorial designs 

In experiment II, the effects of CPWC, CPPRS and the proportion of PRS were examined at two 

different levels each. The design used for this experiment was the 2
3
 factorial design. 

In experiment III, the effects of CPWC and the grain size of Cobalt were examined at two dif-

ferent levels each. The design used for this experiment was the 2
2
 factorial design. 

The first step in the analysis of the data generated by the experiments was to estimate the ef-

fects. The effect of a factor or an interaction is calculated as the average yield when the factor 

or the interaction is at the high level minus the average yield when the factor or the interaction 

is at the low level (Montgomery, 2009b). 
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Table 5.1 contains the algebraic signs for the factors and the interactions at the different 

treatment combinations of a 2
3
 factorial design. When the 2

2 
design is used, only the effects of 

factors A and B, and interaction AB, are calculated; but the algebraic signs remains the same. 

When a factor or an interaction is denoted with a plus sign, the factor or the interaction is at 

the high level; and when a factor or an interaction is denoted with a minus sign, the factor or 

the interaction is at the low level. 

Table 5.1: Algebraic signs for calculating the effects (Montgomery, 2009b, p.218) 

Treatment 

combination 

Factorial effect 

A B AB C AC BC ABC 

( ) - - + - + + - 

  + - - - - + + 

  - + - - + - + 

   + + + - - - - 

  - - + + - - + 

   + - - + + - - 

   - + - + - + - 

    + + + + + + + 

When the effects had been estimated, the next step was to determine which of the effects was 

statistically significant. This was done by plotting the effects in a half-normal probability plot 

and by performing a hypothesis test. The generated   values were used to assess the signifi-

cance of the factors and the interactions. How the hypothesis test was performed is described 

in appendix D Formulas for analysis of the 2
2
 and 2

3
 factorial designs.  

In the half-normal probability plot, the absolute values of the estimated effects are plotted 

versus their cumulative frequency (ibid). Effects that are not statistically significant will fall 

along a straight line that passes through the origin, whereas effects that are statistically signif-

icant will deviate from the line. 

When the significance of the effects and the interactions had been assessed, an empirical 

model was estimated. The intercept was calculated as the mean value of the yield from all the 

runs, and the coefficients of the (statistically significant) factors were estimated as half the 

value of the corresponding effects. 

A Pareto chart was made of the (standardized) effects. The purpose was to visualize the rela-

tive impact of the factors and the interactions.  
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How the sum of squares was calculated is described in appendix D Formulas for analysis of 

the 2
2
 and 2

3
 factorial designs. How the  2 statistics were calculated is described in appendix 

E The R
2
 statistics. 

The residuals were analyzed to determine whether the ordinary least squares assumptions 

could be considered satisfied. How the analysis of the residuals was performed is described in 

chapter 4.6 Model adequacy control. 
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6. The production of ready-to-press cemented carbide 

powder (results) 

In this chapter, Sandvik Coromant is presented and the production of ready-to-press cement-

ed carbide powder is described. 

6.1. Sandvik Coromant 

Sandvik Coromant is a world-known and well-reputed producer of carbide inserts and cutting 

tools. The company strives to maintain a leading position within its field of knowledge and 

quality is a vital aspect of Sandvik Coromant’s business concept. Sandvik Coromant’s posi-

tion on the global market is as a high-quality alternative (Sandvik Coromant, 2011a). 

 

Figure 6.1: Sandvik Coromant’s logotype 

 

Figure 6.2: Sandvik Coromant’s factory in Gimo. The red circle marks the department GHR 

where the ready-to-press cemented carbide powder is produced. 

Sandvik Coromant’s quality management system and practices are based on three quality 

management principles (ibid): 
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(1) Continuous improvements 

The improvement of quality should be an integral part of every operation 

(2) Zero defects 

With focus on preventive action 

(3) Customer focus 

Sandvik Coromant commits to always deliver products of high and consistent quality 

that satisfy both stated and implied expectations from internal and external customers.  

6.2. The production of RTP powder and carbide inserts 

Sandvik Coromant produces carbide inserts in its factory in Gimo. Figure 6.1 is a photograph 

of the factory. 

The first step in the production of carbide inserts is the production of ready-to-press cemented 

carbide powder. The entire production process is illustrated in figure 6.2. Approximately 40 

percent of the produced ready-to-press powder is used in the production of carbide inserts in 

Gimo; the rest of the powder is sold to affiliated companies (Sabic, 2011). 

 

Figure 6.3: The production of carbide inserts. QC is an abbreviation for quality control, CVD 

is an abbreviation for chemical vapor deposition and PDV is an abbreviation for physical 

vapor deposition. 

The powder is produced in the department GHR. The production process at GHR can in turn 

be divided into three distinctive steps: weighing-in of raw materials, milling, and spray drying 

(see figure 6.3) (Pettersson, 2011). 

After the raw material for a certain batch has been weighed-in, the slurry is milled in ball 

mills (ibid). One batch of powder consists of 1-10 mills, and the pulp in each mill normally 

weighs approximately 560 kg. Before the milling starts, hard metal cylpeps (cylindrical peb-

bles) are added to the pulp. The cylpeps control the effect of the milling. A milling fluid, con-

sisting of ethanol and water, is also added. The milling fluid keeps the particles in the pulp 

dispersed and dissolves the press agent PEG (Poly Ethylene Glycol). The purpose with the 

milling is to obtain a homogenous material with the desirable grain size. The milling time is 
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different for different grades and varies between 8-55 hours. There are 22 ball mills available 

in the production. 

When the milling is finished, the pulp is pumped into a spray dryer (ibid). The purpose with 

the spray drying is to create granules with fine flow characteristics and to remove the milling 

fluid. There are two spray dryers in the production and the capacity of the spray dryers is 400-

500 kg per hour (Backman, 2011). The set-up time for the spray dryers is 6 hours. 

The cycle time for the entire production is roughly three days, from order to approved ready-

to-press powder (Sabic, 2011). There are approximately 220 different grades of powder regis-

tered in the Sandvik Coromant recipe bank; about 70 of these are produced on a regular basis. 

The maximum capacity of the production is up to 75 tons of powder per week (Backman, 

2011).  

Before the produced ready-to-press powder can be approved for compaction or selling, the 

powder is analyzed in a laboratory (GHR3). Samples are taken from the powder batches and 

green bodies are pressed. These green bodies are generally referred to as SNUN12. When the 

powder is being compacted into green bodies, the compaction pressure required to compact 

the powder to a certain density (which is equivalent to 18 percent linear shrinkage during sin-

tering) is measured (Sandvik, 2011b). Normally the compaction pressure varies between 80-

180 MPa for different grades (Sabic, 2011). 

 

Figure 6.4: The production of ready-to-press cemented carbide powder. 

Cemented Carbide Powder 
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7. The pre-experimental study (results and analysis) 

This chapter contains the results from the pre-experimental study. 

7.1. Hypotheses 

The personnel had several hypotheses about which (raw material) factors are causing variabil-

ity in the compaction pressure. 

The personnel at GHR3 believe that variability in CPWC is transmitted into variability in the 

compaction pressure. Since approximately 80 percent of the powder consists of wolfram car-

bide, it is considered likely that wolfram carbide affects the compaction pressure. 

Wolfram carbide is delivered to GHR in different grain sizes, from 0.75 - 21 µm in diameter, 

in ready-to-mill form, from different suppliers. Before a batch of ready-to-mill wolfram car-

bide is used in the powder production, it is analyzed in the laboratory; a pre-milling is made 

(according to the recipe of grade 477) and among other factors the compaction pressure is 

examined (Sandvik, 2011b). But since there are no specification limits for the compaction 

pressure (or no target values), the production personnel mostly just note the compaction pres-

sure and the compaction pressure is rarely a cause for declining use of a batch of ready-to-mill 

wolfram carbide in the production. 

PRS is used by the production personnel as a means to reduce the compaction pressure. PRS 

is an abbreviation for Process Recycled Soft and consists of recycled material (Sandvik, 

2011b). Typically, the powder consists of up to 10-15 percent PRS. The compaction pressure 

of PRS is not analyzed before being reused in the production. Whether or not PRS do affect 

the compaction pressure is unknown, but this is considered to decrease the compaction pres-

sure by the production personnel. 

Cobalt functions as an adhesive in the powder (Pettersson, 2011). Cobalt is delivered in 

ready-to-mill form in different grain sizes and from different suppliers. The personnel at GHR 

suspect that cobalt from different suppliers affects the compaction pressure differently, and 

that there might be a relationship between the grain size of cobalt and the compaction pres-

sure. 

The compaction density and the viscosity are also thought to affect the compaction pressure. 

But the compaction density and the viscosity are intermediate variables, i.e. they are the result 

of other variables. And therefore, the compaction pressure cannot be a result of the compac-

tion density or the viscosity. However, the factors affecting the compaction density and the 

viscosity might affect the compaction pressure as well. 

The compaction density is affected by the amount of AFLA and the viscosity is affected by 

the amount of ethanol (Sabic, 2011). And the production personnel cannot change the 

amounts of ethanol or AFLA since the amounts are specified in the recipes. Therefore, these 

factors will not be included in the experiments. However, since there were secondary process 
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data available about the compaction density, the compaction density was included in the anal-

ysis of the secondary data
18

. 

7.2. Analysis of secondary process data 

Table 7.1 contains the mean compaction pressure, the standard deviation, the maximum and 

minimum compaction pressure, and the range for the compaction pressure data. Tables with 

all the unprocessed data are in appendix G Secondary process data. 

Table 7.1: Basic statistics of the compaction pressure data 

 Grade 464  Grade 466  Grade 477  Grade 479 

Mean compaction pressure 115  127  128  125 

Standard deviation 16  21  19  24 

Maximum compaction pressure 143  177  165  169 

Minimum compaction pressure 89  101  99  91 

Range 54  76  66  78 

As can be seen in table 7.1, the variability in the compaction pressure has been rather large. 

For example: the compaction pressure of grade 479 has varied between 91 MPa and 169 MPa 

during the time period 2008-2011. 

Figure 7.1 is a box plot of the compaction pressure data. 
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Figure 7.1: A box plot of the compaction pressure data 

                                                 
18

 The routine to measure the viscosity was implemented rather recently, in the beginning of 2011. Therefore, 

secondary data are missing about the viscosity in most powder batches. Because of this, the viscosity was not 

included in the analysis of the secondary data. 
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As can be seen in figure 7.1, the median compaction pressure is approximately 120 MPa for 

all the grades. The spread and the distribution, however, vary between the grades. For exam-

ple: the distribution of grade 466 is rather skewed, with a larger spread above the median. 

Whilst the distribution of grade 464 is more even, with approximately the same spread above 

and under the median. 

No outliers could be detected in the data sets. 

7.2.1. Time 

In figure 7.2, the compaction pressure of the batches of grade 464 has been plotted versus the 

time order of production. 
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Figure 7.2: The compaction pressure of the batches of grade 464 over time. 

As can be seen in figure 7.2, there is a clear shift in the mean compaction pressure of grade 

464 between points 24, 25 and 26. The shift occurs at the end of 2010. At this point the sup-

plier of wolfram carbide was changed. Before the shift, wolfram carbide from supplier P was 

used. After the shift, wolfram carbide from supplier B has been used. Also, the variance 

seems to decrease when the shift in the mean compaction pressure occurs. 

It seems like the compaction pressure data of grade 464 originate from two different popula-

tions with different mean values and different variance. And this is probably why no outliers 

could be detected. 

In figure 7.3, the compaction pressure of the batches of grade 464 and the corresponding 

CPWC have been plotted versus time. There seems to be a relationship between the compac-

tion pressure and CPWC, since the two lines more or less follow one another in the graph. 

However, since there are deviations, there are probably other factors affecting the compaction 

pressure as well. 
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Figure 7.3: The compaction pressure and CPWC plotted versus time. 
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Figure 7.4: The compaction pressure and the compaction density plotted versus time 

In figure 7.4, the compaction pressure of the batches of grade 464 and the corresponding 

compaction density have been plotted versus time. Note that the compaction pressure has 

been plotted with relation to the left  -axis and that the compaction density has been plotted 

with relation to the right  -axis. The compaction density seems to decrease when the compac-
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tion pressure increases. But the correlation is less obvious than the correlation between the 

compaction pressure and CPWC. 

Similar plots were made for the other grades as well. All the grades exhibited a similar pat-

tern. The plots for the other grades are in appendix H Time. 

7.2.2. Scatter plots 

Figure 7.5 is a scatter plot with the compaction pressure of the batches of grade 477 as the y-

variable and CPWC as the x-variable. The scatter plot indicates that there is a relationship be-

tween the compaction pressure and CPWC. When CPWC increases, so does the compaction 

pressure. 
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Figure 7.5: A scatter plot of the compaction pressure and CPWC 

Figure 7.6 is a scatter plot with the compaction pressure of the batches of grade 477 as the y-

variable and the compaction density as the x-variable. There seems to be a relationship be-

tween the variables; as the compaction density increases, the compaction pressure decreases. 

However, the points are rather scattered in this graph. 
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Figure 7.6: A scatter plot of the compaction pressure and the compaction density. 

Scatter plots were made of the other grades as well, with similar results. The scatter plots of 

the other grades are in appendix I Scatter plots. 

7.2.3. Regression analysis 

Table 7.2 contains the Minitab output of the regression analysis of grade 477. The regression 

analyses of the other grades are found in appendix J Regression analysis. 

The   values of both regressor variables are less than 0.05; thus both CPWC and the compac-

tion density are statistically significant model variables. The model explains approximately 90 

percent of the variability in the compaction pressure. 

The estimated regression equation in table 7.2 implies: (1) when CPWC is fixed, the compac-

tion pressure will decrease 64 MPA if the compaction density increases one unit, and (2) 

when the compaction density is fixed, the compaction pressure will increase 0.6 MPa if CPWC 

increases one unit. 

As can be seen in table 7.2, there are three unusual observations present in the dataset, and the 

ordinary least squares assumptions are not perfectly satisfied
19

. Probably more regressor vari-

ables need to be included in the model. But since data were missing about other variables, it 

was impossible improve the regression models. 

  

                                                 
19

 The model adequacy control is in appendix J Regression analysis. 
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Table 7.2: Minitab output for the regression analysis of grade 477 

Regression Analysis: CP versus CP WC; CD  

 
The regression equation is 

CP = 243 + 0,628 CP WC - 63,9 CD 

 

 

Predictor     Coef  SE Coef      T      P 

Constant    242,66    36,02   6,74  0,000 

CP WC      0,62793  0,04719  13,31  0,000 

CD         -63,884    9,339  -6,84  0,000 

 

 

S = 6,42586   R-Sq = 89,2%   R-Sq(adj) = 88,8% 

 

PRESS = 2158,98   R-Sq(pred) = 88,03% 

 

 

Unusual Observations 

 

Obs  CP WC       CP      Fit  SE Fit  Residual  St Resid 

  2    139  120,000  106,347   1,426    13,653      2,18R 

  3    148  101,000  113,915   1,157   -12,915     -2,04R 

 26    137  118,000  124,257   2,877    -6,257     -1,09 X 

 

R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual. 

X denotes an observation whose X value gives it large leverage. 

The conclusion from the regression analysis is that CPWC and the compaction density seem to 

be statistically significant model terms. 

Another discovery made during the regression analysis is that grades 464 and 466 seem to 

behave differently than grades 477 and 479. The proportion of variability that the regression 

models could explain was 50-60 percent for grades 464 and 466, and 80-90 percent for grades 

477 and 479. Also the impact of CPWC seemed less significant for grades 464 and 466. Since 

grades 464 and 466 contains chrome and a larger amount of cobalt, perhaps chrome or cobalt 

affects the compaction pressure alternatively reduces the effect of CPWC. 

7.3. Conclusions 

CPWC seems to have a rather large impact on the compaction pressure. And it seems likely 

that the change of supplier caused the sudden increase in the compaction pressure. The effect 

of CPWC will therefore be examined in the experiments. 

There seems to be a relationship between the compaction density (i.e. the factors affecting the 

compaction density) and the compaction pressure. However, the compaction density will not 

be included in the experiments since the production personnel cannot change the amount of 

ethanol. 

Whether or not the viscosity (i.e. the factors affecting the viscosity) affects the compaction 

pressure remains to be examined. When there are more process data available about the vis-
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cosity, this hypothesis can be tested. The viscosity will not be included as a factor in the ex-

periments since the production personnel cannot change the amount of AFLA. 

The effect of CPPRS and the effect of the grain size of cobalt will be examined in the experi-

ments. The effects of these factors are expected to be rather small. 

The recipes of grades 477 and 466 will be used for the experiments. Grade 477 was chosen 

because it is the most frequently produced grade of the lot. And grade 466 was chosen be-

cause of the result of the regression analysis. If the compaction pressure is affected by the 

chrome, of if chrome reduces the effect of CPWC, this should show when the recipe of grade 

466 is used. 
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8. The experiments (results and analysis) 

This chapter contains the results and analysis of the experiments. 

8.1. CPWC as the only design factor (grade 477) 

8.1.1. Results from the laboratory 

Figure 8.1 illustrates the results from experiment I when run in the laboratory (the obtained 

compaction pressure has been plotted versus the factor levels). It seems like the compaction 

pressure increases as CPWC increases.  
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Figure 8.1: The compaction pressure versus CPWC (experiment I, run in the laboratory) 

Table 8.1 contains the Minitab output of the analysis of variance. As can be seen in the table, 

the mean square (MS) for CPWC is considerably larger than the mean square for the error. 

Since the   value of the    statistic is 0.001, it can be concluded that CPWC is likely to affect 

the compaction pressure. This is also confirmed by the 95 percent confidence intervals, since 

the intervals are clearly separated. The model explains approximately 90 percent of the varia-

bility in the compaction pressure. 

See appendix K Experiment I for the model adequacy control. The ordinary least squares as-

sumptions seem to be satisfied.  
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Table 8.1: Minitab output of the analysis of variance (experiment I, run in the laboratory) 

One-way ANOVA: CP versus CP WC  

 
Source  DF      SS     MS      F      P 

CP WC    2  1086,9  543,4  29,64  0,001 

Error    6   110,0   18,3 

Total    8  1196,9 

 

S = 4,282   R-Sq = 90,81%   R-Sq(adj) = 87,75% 

 

 

                         Individual 95% CIs For Mean Based on 

                         Pooled StDev 

Level  N    Mean  StDev   -+---------+---------+---------+-------- 

155    3  144,67   4,73   (-----*-----) 

160    3  147,67   1,53      (-----*-----) 

195    3  169,33   5,51                           (-----*-----) 

                          -+---------+---------+---------+-------- 

                         140       150       160       170 

 

Pooled StDev = 4,28 

8.1.2. Results from the production 

Figure 8.2 illustrates the results from experiment I when run in the production. Again it seems 

like the compaction pressure increases as CPWC increases. 
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Figure 8.2: The compaction pressure (CP) versus CPWC (experiment I, run in the production) 

Table 8.2 contains the Minitab output of the analysis of variance. Since the   value of the    

statistic is 0.005, CPWC is statistically significant and is likely to affect the compaction pres-

sure. The 95 percent confidence intervals are (again) clearly separated, and the model explains 

97 percent of the variability in the compaction pressure. 
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Table 8.2: Minitab output of the analysis of variance (experiment I, run in the production) 

One-way ANOVA: CP versus CP WC  

 
Source  DF      SS     MS      F      P 

CP WC    2  1654,3  827,2  52,80  0,005 

Error    3    47,0   15,7 

Total    5  1701,3 

 

S = 3,958   R-Sq = 97,24%   R-Sq(adj) = 95,40% 

 

 

                         Individual 95% CIs For Mean Based on 

                         Pooled StDev 

Level  N    Mean  StDev  --+---------+---------+---------+------- 

155    2  156,50   6,36  (-----*-----) 

160    2  166,00   1,41         (-----*-----) 

195    2  195,50   2,12                            (-----*-----) 

                         --+---------+---------+---------+------- 

                         150       165       180       195 

 

Pooled StDev = 3,96 

The model adequacy control is in appendix K Experiment I. The ordinary least squares as-

sumptions seem to be satisfied- 

8.1.3. A comparison of the results from the laboratory and the production 

The compaction pressure obtained in the production is higher than the compaction pressure 

obtained in the laboratory. The difference is 10-20 MPa. 

The agglomerates in the powder produced in the production are smaller than the agglomerates 

in the powder produced in the laboratory (Sabic, 2011). The powder produced in the laborato-

ry also tends to clump and is not completely pulverized. Smaller and more dispersed agglom-

erates creates a higher resistance when compacted, thereof the higher compaction pressure. 

8.2. CPWC, CPPRS and the amount of PRS as design factors (grade 477) 

Figure 8.3 is a visual representation of the results from experiment II. The corners of the cube 

show the mean compaction pressure obtained from the different treatment combinations. A 

table with all the compaction pressure data from experiment II is found in appendix L Exper-

iment II. 
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Figure 8.3: A visual representation of the results (experiment II). 

Table 8.3 contains the Minitab output of the analysis of the experiment. The   values for 

CPWC and the interaction between CPWC and CPPRS are less than 0.05, and both CPWC and the 

interaction between CPWC and CPPRS deviate from the line in the normal probability plot in 

figure 8.4. CPWC and the interaction between CPWC and CPPRS are thus likely to impact the 

compaction pressure. The other factors and interactions are unlikely to affect the compaction 

pressure. 

The effect of CPWC is approximately 22 MPa and the effect of the interaction between CPWC 

and CPPRS is approximately 4 MPa (see table 8.3). The Pareto chart in figure 8.5 visualizes 

the relative impact of the factors and interactions.  

Why the interaction between CPWC and CPPRS is active, while factor CPPRS is not active, is 

somewhat a mystery. When CPWC and CPPRS are at the high levels, the maximum compaction 

pressure is obtained; and when CPWC is at the low level and CPPRS is at the high level, the 

minimum compaction pressure is obtained. And this does not seem logical. However, since 

the relative effect of the interaction between CPWC and CPPRS is significantly smaller than the 

effect of CPWC (see figure 8.5), it is concluded that CPPRS might impact the compaction pres-

sure but since this impact is rather small, it is more important to focus on CPWC. 
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Table 8.3: Minitab output of the analysis of variance (experiment II) 

Factorial Fit: CP versus CP WC; CP PRS; Amount PRS  

 
Estimated Effects and Coefficients for CP (coded units) 

 

Term                     Effect     Coef  SE Coef       T      P 

Constant                         154,875   0,8333  185,85  0,000 

CP WC                    22,083   11,042   0,8333   13,25  0,000 

CP PRS                    2,417    1,208   0,8333    1,45  0,166 

Amount PRS               -2,917   -1,458   0,8333   -1,75  0,099 

CP WC*CP PRS              3,750    1,875   0,8333    2,25  0,039 

CP WC*Amount PRS         -1,250   -0,625   0,8333   -0,75  0,464 

CP PRS*Amount PRS        -0,917   -0,458   0,8333   -0,55  0,590 

CP WC*CP PRS*Amount PRS   1,083    0,542   0,8333    0,65  0,525 

 

 

S = 4,08248     PRESS = 600 

R-Sq = 92,12%   R-Sq(pred) = 82,27%   R-Sq(adj) = 88,67% 

 

 

Unusual Observations for CP 

 

Obs  StdOrder       CP      Fit  SE Fit  Residual  St Resid 

  6         8  160,000  167,000   2,357    -7,000    -2,10R 

 

R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual. 
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Figure 8.4: A half-normal probability plot of the effects (experiment II). CPWC (denoted A in 

the plot) and the interaction between CPWC and CPPRS (denoted AB in the plot) deviate from 

the line and are thus likely to be active. 
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The estimated model explains 92 percent of the variability in the compaction pressure (see 

table 8.3). The prediction capability of the model is about 82 percent. However, there is an 

unusual observation present in the data set; and this unusual observation probably affects the 

 2 and     
2  statistics slightly. Why there is an unusual observation present in the data set is 

not known; something might have happened during the experiment that affected the compac-

tion pressure. However, this unusual observation could simply be due to chance as well. 

Figure 8.6 is a main effects plot and visualizes the effects of CPWC, CPPRS and the amount of 

PRS. Figure 8.7 is an interaction plot and visualizes the effects of the interactions. 

The model adequacy control is found in appendix L Experiment II. The ordinary least squares 

assumptions seem to be satisfied. 
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Figure 8.5: A Pareto chart of the standardized effects (experiment II). The relative effect of 

CPWC is significantly larger than the interaction between CPWC and CPPRS. 
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Figure 8.6: Main effects plot (experiment II). The effect of CPWC is approximately 20 MPa. 
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Figure 8.7: Interaction plot (experiment II). The effect of the interaction between CPWC and 

CPPRS is approximately 4 MPa. 
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8.3. CPWC and the grain size of cobalt as design factors (grade 466) 

Figure 8.8 is a visual representation of the results from experiment III. The corners of the 

rectangle show the mean compaction pressure obtained from the different treatment combina-

tions. A table with all the compaction pressure data from experiment III is found in appendix 

M Experiment III. 
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Figure 8.8: A visual representation of the results (experiment III). The effect of CPWC is ap-

proximately 24 MPa. The grain size of cobalt does not seem to affect the compaction pres-

sure. 

Table 8.4 contains the Minitab output of the analysis of the experiment. The   value for CPWC 

is less than 0.05 and CPWC deviates from the line in the half-normal probability plot in figure 

8.9. CPWC is thus likely to be active. While the grain size of cobalt is unlikely to affect the 

compaction pressure. 

The effect of CPWC is approximately 24 MPa (see table 8.4).  Figure 8.10 is a main effects 

plot, visualizing the effects of CPWC and the grain size of cobalt. 

The estimated model explains approximately 90 percent of the variability in the compaction 

pressure (see table 8.4). The prediction capability of the model is about 78 percent. Since 

     
2  is less than  2, the compaction pressure might have been influenced by nuisance fac-

tors during the pre-milling process. 

The model adequacy control is found in appendix M Experiment III. The ordinary least 

squares assumptions seem to be satisfied. 
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Table 8.4: Minitab output of the analysis of variance (experiment III). 

Factorial Fit: CP versus CP WC; Co  

 
Estimated Effects and Coefficients for PP (coded units) 

 

Term      Effect     Coef  SE Coef       T      P 

Constant          152,417    1,377  110,70  0,000 

CP WC     23,500   11,750    1,377    8,53  0,000 

Co        -0,833   -0,417    1,377   -0,30  0,770 

CP WC*Co  -0,833   -0,417    1,377   -0,30  0,770 

 

 

S = 4,76970     PRESS = 409,5 

R-Sq = 90,12%   R-Sq(pred) = 77,78%   R-Sq(adj) = 86,42% 
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Figure 8.9: A half-normal probability plot of the standardized effects (experiment III). CPWC 

(denoted with an A in the plot) seems to be active. 
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Figure 8.10: Main effects plot (experiment III). The effect of CPWC is approximately 24 MPa. 

The grain size of cobalt does not seem to affect the compaction pressure.  
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9. Conclusions, discussions and recommendations 

In this chapter, the research questions are answered, and the credibility of the results and the 

methods chosen are discussed. 

9.1. What is causing variability in the compaction pressure? 

The pre-experimental study and the results and the analyses of the experiments indicate that 

CPWC is likely to have a rather large impact on the compaction pressure. Whereas PRS and 

the grains size of cobalt do not seem to have a significant impact on the compaction pressure. 

The results also indicate that there are other factors affecting the compaction pressure, but that 

the impact is likely to be rather small in comparison to the impact of CPWC (see chapter 8 The 

experiments). 

It seems like the change in the supplier of wolfram carbide caused a rather sudden increase in 

the compaction pressure (see chapter 7 The pre-experimental study). Therefore, to decrease 

the compaction pressure and to decrease the variability, it is necessary to provide the suppliers 

with target values and specify the level of variability that is tolerable. Considering the fact 

that variability (and costs for poor quality) often increases with every step in a production 

chain, it is important to reduce the variability to a minimum as early as possible in the produc-

tion process (see chapter 2.3.2 Suppliers and costs for poor quality). 

But in order to provide the suppliers with specification limits, it is necessary to know what the 

optimum compaction pressure is. 

What level should the compaction pressure be at in order to maximize the strength and 

minimize the porosity of the carbide inserts, but without damaging any of the customers’ 

compaction tools? And is the optimum compaction pressure the same for all the grades and 

all purposes or applications? 

I recommend Sandvik Coromant to investigate these questions. 

Since CPPRS might affect the compaction pressure, I recommend the laboratory GHR3 to start 

measuring CPPRS since this information might become useful in the future. 

Providing ready-to-press powder that not damages the customers’ compaction tools is a rather 

basic quality requirement
20

. And the failure to do so is potentially a serious problem, which 

might affect Sandvik Coromant’s reputation as a high-quality alternative. However, highlight-

ing this problem is an opportunity for Sandvik Coromant and the department GHR to provide 

attractive quality. Since the customers themselves have not yet provided any specification 

limits for the compaction pressure, it is quite possible that they have not considered the im-

pact of the compaction pressure on quality of their end-products. And if Sandvik Coromant 

would be able to provide a powder that maximizes the CTQ characteristics of the customers’ 

                                                 
20

 One might discuss whether this problem “belongs to” the suppliers of the compaction tools or the suppliers of 

ready-to-press cemented carbide powder. 
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end-products, this would probably increase customer satisfaction and might even generate 

delighted customers (see chapter 2.4.1 Kano’s theory of attractive quality). 

9.2. Method discussion 

The methods chosen in this thesis have been highly influenced by my own background within 

the field of quality management. It is quite possible that someone with a different background, 

for example material sciences, would have approached the problem differently. As is evident 

from this report, I do not have much knowledge about powder, material sciences, chemistry or 

physics (thereof the inductive research approach). However, the experiments and the analyses 

performed are based on sound statistical principles, and the results have been proven to be 

statistically significant (on a significance level less than 0.05). Therefore the results can be 

deemed credible; there should be little bias due to subjective opinion, and the repeatability 

and the validity should be good. 

In the pre-experimental study, the data was collected manually, and because of this, there 

might be some errors in the secondary process data. However, the data was reviewed several 

times to reduce the likelihood of such errors.  

About the choice of the factor levels of experiment II: the difference in compaction pressure 

between the levels was larger for CPWC (35 MPa) than for CPPRS (20 MPa). This might have 

influenced the result, making the impact of CPPRS appear less significant. The result would 

probably have been more accurate if the difference in compaction pressure would have been 

approximately the same. Also, the use of non-approved PRS in the experiments reduces the 

reliability and validity to some extent. 

I do not believe that the results of this thesis are valid for manufacturing companies in gen-

eral. 

9.3. Other conclusions, discussions and recommendations 

9.3.1. Statistical process control 

The laboratory GHR3 gathers a large amount of process data. This data are used when the 

quality of the produced powder is assessed. The data are not used for any other purposes, but 

the data could provide valuable information about the production process. Understanding and 

reducing variability in processes and products is an important part of the continuous im-

provement process (see chapter 2.1 An overview of quality management and chapter 2.2 Un-

derstanding and reducing variability). Therefore I recommend that the department GHR starts 

plotting the data for important CTQ characteristics in control charts, to improve the capability 

of the production process and to promote continuous improvements. Since the data is already 

being gathered, this should not require too much extra effort from the personnel. I recommend 

that the control charts are incorporated in the existing software programs, so they are generat-
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ed and updated automatically. Which designs that would be appropriate for the control charts 

needs to be examined, and the personnel need to be trained in using them. 

The modern view of costs for poor quality states that every deviation from the target value 

generates costs for poor quality (see chapter 2.3 Conformance to specifications and costs for 

poor quality). Thus it is important for Sandvik Coromant to focusing on target values; and the 

control charts should be used as a means to minimize the variability around these target val-

ues, in a systematic and structured way, with the goal to eventually reach the optimums (see 

chapter 2.2 Understanding and reducing variability in a production process)
21

. 

9.3.2. The pre-milling process 

The pre-milling process might not be in a state of statistical control. When the treatment com-

binations were replicated during the experimentation, the variability in the compaction pres-

sure within treatments was rather large (the range was up to 15 MPa) (see appendix K Exper-

iment I, appendix L Experiment II and appendix M Experiment III). Of course this could be a 

result of my own inexperience and inadequate pre-milling skills. But it is also likely that there 

are (other) nuisance factors disturbing the process. Since the reliability is important for any 

laboratory (if the results are to be credible and useful), it is important to investigate if the pre-

milling process is in a state of statistical control, and if not, how the pre-milling process can 

be improved. I believe that the drying and the resulting texture of the powder might explain 

some of the variability in the compaction pressure (the pulverization varied and the powder 

clumped in different extents). 

I also recommend that the capacity of the measurement system (the compaction tool) is evalu-

ated. Mostly the measurement system seemed to be reasonably reliable (the average range for 

the compaction pressure when repeating the measurements was 2-3 MPa), but at times the 

difference was rather large (up to 10 MPa). 

The manual weighing-in was rather difficult and the capacity of the scale did not seem suffi-

cient for amounts less than 0.1 g. Perhaps the capacity would be improved if the scale was put 

in a more sheltered place with less movement around. However, I do not believe that the ca-

pacity of the scale caused much variability in the compaction pressure. But perhaps this af-

fects the other analyses performed in the laboratory, when it is important to weigh-in precise 

amounts. 

9.3.3. The laboratory vs. the production 

It is important to be aware of the fact that the compaction pressure obtained in the laboratory 

is likely to be lower than the compaction pressure of the powder produced in the production 

(see chapter 8.1.3. A comparison of the results from the laboratory and the production). I 

recommend Sandvik Coromant and the department GHR to examine if it is possible to make 

                                                 
21

 Note that all the statistical-process-control tools have not been discussed in this thesis. For more information 

about statistical process control, readers are referred to the book Statistical quality control by Montgomery 

(2009a) 
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the pre-milling process more congruent to the production. If it is not possible, I recommend 

Sandvik Coromant and the department GHR to examine the magnitude of the difference be-

tween the laboratory and the production, if the difference is constant or varies, and if the dif-

ference is approximately the same for all grades. If the difference is approximately equal for 

all grades, or for grades of certain grain sizes (or other categories), then this information could 

be used to adjust the results in the production, to obtain a more accurate results when the CTQ 

characteristics (and the compaction pressure) of the powder is assessed. 
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Appendix A 

Formulas for regression analysis 

Sum of squares 

The total sum of squares is computed as 

    ∑(    ̅)2

 

  1

 

   is the yield of the  th observation and  ̅ is the average yield (Vännman, 2009b). The total 

sum of squares has     degrees of freedom. 

The total sum of squares consists of the regression sum of squares and the residual sum of 

squares (ibid). The regression sum of squares is computed as 

    ∑( ̂   ̅)2

 

  1

 

where  ̂  is the fitted value of   . The regression sum of squares has   degrees of freedom, 

where   is the number of regressor variables included in the model (Montgomery, 2009a). 

The residual (or error) sum of squares is computed as 

    ∑(    ̂ )
2

 

  1

 

The residual sum of squares has       degrees of freedom (Montgomery, 2009a). 

The mean square    is computed as the sums of squares divided by the corresponding de-

grees of freedom (Montgomery, 2009b; Vännman, 2009b). 

Test of hypothesis 

The hypotheses tested to determine whether or not a regression model is statistically signifi-

cant are 

     1   2         

 1      for at least one   

If the null hypothesis can be rejected, then at least one of the regressor variables is statistically 

significant (Montgomery, 2009a; Vännman, 2009b; Dudewicz, 2000).  
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The null hypothesis should be rejected if 

     , ,    1 

where   is the level of significance (ibid).    is computed as 

   
   

   
 

where     is the regression mean squares and     is the residual mean squares (Montgom-

ery, 2009a). 

The hypotheses tested for the individual regression coefficients are 

         

 1      

If the null hypothesis cannot be rejected for a regression coefficient, then the corresponding 

regressor variable should be excluded from the regression model (Montgomery, 2009a; Vä-

nnman, 2009b). 

The null hypothesis should be rejected if 

|  |    2⁄ ,    1 

The test statistic    is calculated as 

   
 ̂ 

  ( ̂ )
 

where  ̂  is the estimated value of    and   ( ̂ ) is the standard error of  ̂ . The standard error 

is computed as 

  ( ̂)  √
   

 
 

where   is the total number of observations (Montgomery, 2009b). 

When using statistical software for the analysis of variance, a   value is often provided for the 

  and   statistics. The   value is the smallest level of significance that would lead to the re-

jection of the null hypothesis (Montgomery, 2009a, p. 117). 
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Appendix B 

Experimentation routines 

The experimentation routines are described in figure B1. 

 

Figure B1: Experimentation routines 

 

 

 

 

 

Calculation 
of recipe 

Weighing-in 
of raw 

material 

Milling 

Drying 

Pressing 

The powder cannot contain any ethanol when the 

powder is pressed, then the green bodies explode. The 

drying takes a few hours. Preferably, the powder 

should be put in the drying cabin in the morning and 

be pressed after lunch. 

 

In this step, the cleansing of equipment between run is 

important. The weighing-in of soot proved difficult since 

the amounts required are small and the scale is not com-

pletely stable; therefore, careful attention must be paid 

when weighing-in soot. 

 
The milling time was set to 9.5 hours for grade 

477 and 10 hours for grade 466 

 

The pressing tool is set with a setting powder according 

to the instructions. Then three pieces of green bodies are 

pressed and the mean is used as response. This is done to 

reduce the risk of measurement errors. 
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Appendix C 

Formulas for analysis of the one-factor-at-a-time design 

The linear model 

Suppose that one factor was to be studied at three levels. The linear model for the response of 

such an experiment would be 

            , where    , ,  and    , , … ,   

  is the overall mean,    is the effect of the  th treatment,   is the number of replicates and     

is the random error (Montgomery 2009b). 

The effect of the  th treatment is estimated as 

 ̂   ̅    ̅  , where    , ,  

 ̅   is the mean yield of the  th treatment and  ̅   is the overall mean yield (ibid). 

Sum of squares 

The total sum of squares is computed as 

    ∑∑(     ̅  )
2

 

  1

 

  1

 

where   is the number of levels of the design factor (Montgomery, 2009b). The total sum of 

squares has      degrees of freedom. 

The total sum of squares can be divided into a sum of squares of the treatments and a sum of 

squares of the errors (the fundamental ANOVA identity) (ibid): 

    ∑∑(     ̅  )
2

 

  1

 

  1

  ∑( ̅    ̅  )
2  ∑∑(     ̅  )

2
 

  1

 

  1

 

  1

 

The sum of squares of the treatments has     degrees of freedom and the sum of squares of 

the errors has      degrees of freedom (ibid). 

The mean squares are calculated as the sum of squares divided by the corresponding degrees 

of freedom (ibid). 

Test of hypothesis 

When the statistical significance of the model is examined, the hypotheses tested are 
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    1   2   3    

 1       for at least one   

If the null hypothesis was to be true, the observations would consist only of the overall mean 

and the random error (Montgomery, 2009b). Thus, if the null hypothesis is true, the different 

treatments do not affect the yield. 

The null hypothesis should be rejected if 

     ,  1,    

where   is the level of significance (ibid).    is computed as 

   
            

   
 

where              is the mean squares of the treatments and     is the mean squares of the 

errors (ibid). 
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Appendix D 

Formulas for analysis of the 22 and 23 factorial designs 

Sum of squares 

The sum of squares for the effects are computed as 

   
(        )2

  
 

  is the number of replicates and          is the yield of a particular treatment combination 

(Montgomery, 2009b). If the experiment has been replicated, then          equals the sum 

of the yield of a particular treatment combination. The sum of squares for the entire model is 

calculated as the sum of the sum of squares of the effects. The sum of squares of the errors is 

calculated by subtracting the model sum of squares from the total sum of squares. 

The total sum of squares for the 2
2
 design is calculated as 

    ∑∑ ∑     
2  

 …
2

   

 

  1

 

  1

 

  1

 

where   and   are the number of levels of the design factors,   is the number of replicates, 

     is the yield of the    th run, and  … is the total value of the yield from all the runs. 

The total sum of squares for the 2
3
 design is calculated as 

    ∑∑ ∑ ∑     
2  

 … 
2

    

 

  1

 

  1

 

  1

 

  1

 

where  ,   and   are the number of levels of the design factors,   is the number of replicates, 

      is the yield of the     th run, and  …  is the total value of the yield from all the runs. 

The mean square    is computed as the sums of squares divided by the corresponding de-

grees of freedom (ibid). 

Test of hypothesis 

The   statistic is calculated as 
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   is the mean squares of the model or the individual effects and     is the mean squares of 

the errors (Montgomery, 2009b). 

The F-statistic for the model is testing the hypotheses 

                                

 1                  

 The null hypothesis should be rejected if 

     ,  1,    

where   is the level of significance (ibid).  

Similarly, the   statistic for the effects is testing the hypotheses  

         

 1      

If the null hypothesis can be rejected, then the corresponding factor should be included in the 

model (ibid). 

Estimation of an empirical model 

The intercept  ̂  is calculated as the mean value of the yield from all the runs (Montgomery, 

2009b). The coefficients of the factors  ̂ ,  ̂ ,  ̂ ,  ̂  ,  ̂  ,  ̂   and  ̂    are estimated as 

half the value of the corresponding effects. 

The standard error is computed as 

  ( ̂)  √
   

 
 

where   is the total number of runs in the experiment (ibid). The standard error is used to 

compute the 95 percent confidence interval for the effects. The confidence intervals are com-

puted with the formula 

 ̂      2 ,     ( ̂)     ̂      2 ,     ( ̂) 

where   is the number of model parameters in the model. 
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Appendix E 

The R2 statistics 

The coefficient of multiple determination  2 is a measurement of the proportion of variability 

explained by the regression model (Montgomery, 2009b; Vännman, 2009b; Dudewicz, 2000). 

 2 is calculated as 

 2  
   

   
 

where     is the sum of squares for the model and     is the total sum of squares (Montgom-

ery, 2009b; Vännman, 2009b). The value of the  2 statistic always increases as more factors 

are included in the model, even when the factors are not statistically significant. 

The adjusted  2 statistic incorporates information about the number of factors and decreases 

if the model contains non-significant factors (ibid). The adjusted  2 statistic is calculated as 

    
2    

   

   
 

where     is the error mean squares and     is the total mean squares. 

The prediction  2 statistic is a measurement of the proportion of variability the model will be 

able to explain in new data (ibid). The prediction  2 statistic is calculated as 

     
2    

     

   
 

      is also a measurement of the model’s prediction capability. Montgomery (2009b, p. 

225) defines the       statistic as the sum of the squared prediction errors obtained by pre-

dicting the  th data point with a model that includes all observations except the  th one. The 

smaller the       value, the better is the model’s prediction capability likely to be.       is 

computed as 

      ∑(
  

    
)
2

 

  1

 

where    is the  th diagonal element of  (   ) 1  . 
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Appendix F 

Guidelines for analysis of residuals 

Standardized residuals 

It is common to use standardized residuals instead of the least square residuals when examin-

ing the model adequacy (Montgomery, 2009a; Vännman, 2009b). The standardized residuals 

are the values of the residuals divided by the estimated residual standard deviation. According 

to Montgomery (2009b), 68 percent of the standardized residuals should be smaller than   , 

95 percent of the residuals should be smaller than    and almost all the residuals should be 

smaller than   . Standardized residuals greater than    or    should always be examined 

(Montgomery, 2009b; Vännman, 2009b). 

Normal probability plot of residuals 

The normal probability plot is used to examine if the residuals are normally distributed 

(Montgomery, 2009a; Vännman, 2009b). The residuals are ranked from smallest to largest 

values and are then plotted against their observed cumulative frequency on a normal probabil-

ity paper. If the residuals follow a straight line in the normal probability plot, they can be as-

sumed to be normally distributed. 

Residuals versus the fitted values and the regressor variables 

If the ordinary least squares assumptions are true, the residual variance should be constant and 

the residual mean should be zero. When the residuals are plotted versus the fitted values and 

versus the regressor variables or the design factors and their levels, these assumptions can be 

examined (Montgomery, 2009b; Vännman, 2009b). The plots also visualize possible outliers. 

If a majority of the residuals appear randomly within -2 and 2 in the plots, the ordinary least 

squares assumptions can be considered satisfied. 

If a curvature pattern appears any of these plots, this is an indication of non-constant residual 

mean value (ibid). If the residual mean is not constant, the data might have to be transformed 

or more variables need to be included in the empirical model. If a coned shape or another pat-

tern appears, the assumption of constant variance might be violated. Note that non-constant 

residual variance does only affect the estimation of the regression coefficients in a regression 

analysis slightly. If it is important to obtain a precise regression model, and if the assumption 

of constant variance is violated; a variance-stabilizing transformation or a weighted regression 

should be performed. 

When analyzing the model adequacy, the residuals should also be plotted versus extraneous 

factors or nuisance factors, if data is available (Montgomery, 2009b). If a pattern appears in 

any of these plots, the factor is likely to have influenced the response during the experiment.  
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Residuals versus the time order of data 

The residuals should be independent and not correlated with each other (Montgomery, 2009a; 

Vännman, 2009a). When the residuals are plotted versus the time order of the data, this is 

done to control the independency assumption. Note that correlation is a rather serious problem 

difficult to correct in retrospect. 

If the spread of the residuals increase or decrease over time, this will show in the residual-

versus-time plot (Montgomery, 2009b). If a pattern appears in the residuals-versus-time plot, 

this is an indication of other variables disturbing the response or that those variables that 

change over time affect the yield (Hunter, 2000). 
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Appendix G 

Secondary process data 

Tables G3 – G6 contain all the secondary process data collected about the grades. Table G2 

summarizes the content raw material in the grades. Table G1 is a list of the abbreviations used 

in the tables. 

Table G1: Abbreviations 

B A supplier of WC 

C A supplier of WC 

Co Cobalt 

Cr3C2 Chrome carbide 

O A supplier of WC 

P A supplier of WC 

CD Compaction density (g/cm
3
) 

CP Compaction pressure (MPa) 

CPWC The compaction pressure (MPa) for the WC 

Proportion PRS The proportion of PRS in the powder 

Proportion WC The proportion of WC in the powder 

Visc Viscosity 

* 

When WC from several suppliers have been used in one batch, 

this symbol is used to denote the supplier who has contributed 

with the largest proportion of WC 

 

Table G2: Composition of raw material in the grades. Note that there are two different grain 

sizes of cobalt, 1.3 µm in diameter and 0.7 µm in diameter. 

 464 466 477 479 

WC 0.86 0.89 0.94 0.94 

Co 1.3 µm  0.11 0.06 0.06 

Co 0,7 µm 0.14    

Cr3C2 < 0.01 < 0.01   
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Table G3: Data, grade 464 

Grade 464  

 Batch Date CP Visc CD Proportion WC CPWC Supplier WC Proportion PRS  

1 065 01.2008 115  3.27 0.81 152 P 0.00 

2 068 01.2008 118  3.28 0.81 149 P 0.00 

3 072 05.2008 114  3.33 0.77 155 P 0.05 

4 074 05.2008 105  3.36 0.77 152 P 0.05 

5 075 06.2008 110  3.22 0.77 154 P 0.05 

6 078 09.2008 106  3.27 0.77 158 P 0.05 

7 081 10.2008 112  3.33 0.77 146 P 0.05 

8 083 12.2008 128  3.20 0.77 143 P 0.05 

9 085 01.2009 120  3.19 0.77 155 P 0.05 

10 087 02.2009 117  3.21 0.77 145 P 0.05 

11 089 03.2009 120  3.27 0.77 121 P 0.05 

12 090 04.2009 108  3.26 0.77 126 P 0.05 

13 092 07.2009 105  3.21 0.77 137 P 0.05 

14 095 08.2009 97  3.26 0.82 133 P 0.00 

15 099 11.2009 117  3.29 0.77 179 P 0.05 

16 100 12.2009 111  3.25 0.82 178 P 0.00 

17 103 03.2010 100  3.25 0.77 149 P 0.05 

18 105 03.2010 97  3.23 0.77 138 P 0.05 

19 108 05.2010 91  3.32 0.77 156 P 0.05 

20 111 06.2010 115  3.22 0.78 166 P 0.05 

21 114 09.2010 95  3.22 0.78 158 P 0.03 

22 116 09.2010 106  3.25 0.79 148 C 0.03 

23 122 09.2010 92  3.26 0.77 160 P 0.05 

24 123 10.2010 89  3.28 0.77 158 P 0.05 

25 124 12.2010 122  3.27 0.78 187 B 0.05 

26 126 02.2011 138 12 3.25 0.79 196 B 0.05 

27 129 03.2011 143 12 3.24 0.79 195 B 0.05 

28 131 05.2011 140 13 3.12 0.79 185 B 0.04 

29 133 06.2011 138 12 3.11 0.79 191 B 0.05 

30 137 08.2011 134 12 3.25 0.78 188 B 0.05 

31 140 09.2011 136 12 3.12 0.78 182 B 0.05 

32 143 11.2011 137 12 3.19 0.78 189 B 0.05 
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Table G4: Data, grade 466 

Grade 466 

The proportion of WC is 0.86 for all batches. 

The grade does not contain any PRS. 

 Batch Date CP Visc CD CPWC Supplier WC 

1 224 02.2008 120  3.43 136 P 

2 229 05.2008 129  3.45 158 P 

3 230 06.2008 109  3.40 155 P 

4 234 09.2008 104  3.35 143 P 

5 237 01.2009 121  3.40 132 P 

6 238 02.2009 120  3.41 132 P 

7 239 02.2009 135  3.36 150 P 

8 240 04.2009 116  3.44 140 P 

9 242 05.2009 122  3.42 140 P 

10 243 06.2009 117  3.45 140 P 

11 245 08.2010 113  3.42 99 P 

12 246 10.2009 101  3.39 163 P 

13 248 11.2009 125  3.32 163 P 

14 250 01.2010 124  3.33 163 P 

15 252 03.2010 105  3.38 152 P 

16 254 05.2010 108  3.37 151 P 

17 256 07.2010 114  3.34 154 P 

18 257 07.2010 117  3.27 154 P 

19 261 11.2010 118  3.23 163 P 

20 263 01.2011 148  3.30 191 B 

21 269 02.2011 167 13 3.23 195 B 

22 271 04.2011 162 14 3.19 189 B 

23 273 06.2011 177 13 3.14 192 B 

24 274 09.2011 154 14 3.21 174 B* and C 

25 275 09.2011 151 13 3.22 174 B* and C 
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Table G5: data, grade 477 

Grade 477 

 Batch Date CP Visc CD Proportion WC CPWC Supplier WC Proportion PRS 

1 145 07.2009 106  3.52 0.82 132 P 0.10 

2 147 08.2009 120  3.50 0.82 139 P 0.10 

3 148 08.2009 101  3.47 0.82 148 P 0.10 

4 155 11.2009 99  3.54 0.82 138 P 0.10 

5 165 11.2009 126  3.48 0.82 166 B 0.10 

6 166 11.2009 104  3.54 0.82 138 P 0.10 

7 168 12.2009 110  3.42 0.82 156 P 0.10 

8 172 01.2010 102  3.56 0.82 141 P 0.10 

9 177 02.2010 110  3.58 0.82 154 P 0.10 

10 180 02.2010 108  3.56 0.82 157 P 0.10 

11 182 02.2010 120  3.52 0.82 172 B 0.10 

12 183 03.2010 99  3.53 0.84 130 P 0.08 

13 188 04.2010 120  3.41 0.82 168 P 0.10 

14 189 04.2010 121  3.54 0.82 171 B 0.10 

15 190 04.2010 129  3.47 0.81 171 B 0.11 

16 191 05.2010 135  3.45 0.83 176 B 0.08 

17 203 06.2010 137  3.48 0.82 186 B 0.10 

18 205 06.2010 131  3.39 0.82 181 B 0.10 

19 212 06.2010 124  3.44 0.82 178 B 0.10 

20 213 07.2010 102  3.56 0.82 130 C 0.10 

21 215 07.2010 132  3.34 0.83 181 B 0.09 

22 223 08.2010 104  3.44 0.91 133 P 0.00 

23 222 08.2010 115  3.49 0.91 157 C 0.00 

24 224 09.2010 128  3.23 0.91 157 C 0.00 

25 230 09.2010 131  3.24 0.91 158 C 0.00 

26 231 10.2010 118  3.20 0.91 137 C 0.00 

27 234 10.2010 115  3.44 0.91 149 C 0.00 

28 236 11.2010 152  3.28 0.87 190 B 0.05 

29 237 11.2010 129  3.38 0.82 150 C 0.10 

30 238 11.2010 150  3.23 0.91 188 B 0.00 

31 242 11.2010 143  3.40 0.82 188 B 0.10 

32 243 12.2010 110  3.44 0.82 137 C 0.10 

33 244 12.2010 113  3.56 0.91 136 C 0.00 

34 249 01.2011 151  3.43 0.85 197 B 0.06 

35 251 01.2011 140  3.40 0.84 186 B 0.07 

36 252 02.2011 146 12 3.36 0.82 187 B 0.10 
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Grade 477 

 Batch Date CP Visc CD Proportion WC CPWC Supplier WC Proportion PRS 

37 275 03.2011 117 12 3.37 0.89 137 C 0.02 

38 278 04.2011 116 13 3.43 0.82 139 C 0.10 

39 288 04.2011 119 12 3.36 0.82 140 C 0.10 

40 289 04.2011 121 12 3.26 0.82 140 C 0.10 

41 290 05.2011 148 12 3.38 0.84 184 B 0.08 

42 294 05.2011 147 12 3.36 0.84 185 B 0.08 

43 302 06.2011 156 13 3.26 0.86 191 B 0.06 

44 304 07.2011 163 12 3.18 0.85 192 B 0.07 

45 310 07.2011 153 12 3.35 0.82 190 B 0.10 

46 314 08.2011 153 13 3.26 0.82 184 B 0.10 

47 317 09.2011 150 12 3.26 0.82 185 B 0.10 

48 321 09.2011 155 12 3.37 0.84 186 B 0.07 

49 322 10.2011 165 13 3.26 0.88 189 B 0.04 

50 332 11.2011 158 12 3.29 0.87 185 B* and C 0.05 
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Table G6: Data, grade 479 

Grade 479 

 Batch Date CP Visc CD Proportion WC CPWC Supplier WC Proportion PRS 

1 756 02.2008 114  3.70 0.86 150 P 0.00 

2 759 02.2008 128  3.62 0.87 163 P 0.00 

3 761 03.2008 126  3.57 0.86 157 P 0.00 

4 762 03.2008 116  3.51 0.87 160 P 0.00 

5 766 04.2008 117  3.64 0.86 160 P 0.00 

6 771 05.2008 120  3.60 0.86 158 P 0.02 

7 773 06.2008 104  3.70 0.82 156 P 0.10 

8 774 08.2008 102  3.73 0.82 155 P 0.10 

9 780 10.2008 106  3.64 0.82 158 P 0.10 

10 785 11.2008 120  3.56 0.82 127 P 0.10 

11 788 02.2009 106  3.55 0.82 131 P 0.09 

12 790 03.2009 106  3.62 0.82 130 P 0.10 

13 792 08.2009 101  3.60 0.82 94 P 0.10 

14 800 11.2009 99  3.45 0.86 151 P 0.05 

15 801 11.2009 111  3.50 0.82 166 P 0.10 

16 803 11.2009 99  3.71 0.82 151 P 0.10 

17 805 01.2010 102  3.63 0.82 152 P 0.10 

18 807 02.2010 91  3.71 0.82 161 P 0.10 

19 809 03.2010 114  3.63 0.87 159 P 0.10 

20 811 03.2010 99  3.62 0.82 150 P 0.10 

21 814 05.2010 113  3.53 0.81 151 P 0.11 

22 819 05.2010 154  3.24 0.80 186 B 0.10 

23 826 08.2010 117  3.44 0.82 136 O 0.10 

24 825 07.2010 116  3.60 0.86 142 P 0.05 

25 832 09.2010 129  3.50 0.91 145 O 0.00 

26 834 11.2010 121  3.45 0.82 144 O 0.10 

27 836 12.2010 124  3.56 0.91 138 O 0.00 

28 843 01.2011 153  3.33 0.86 186 B* and O 0.05 

29 844 02.2011 162 12 3.51 0.83 195 B 0.09 

30 845 03.2011 161 12 3.42 0.89 191 B 0.02 

31 848 04.2011 156 12 3.40 0.82 186 B 0.10 

32 849 05.2011 165 12 3.41 0.87 190 B 0.04 

33 851 06.2011 156 13 3.45 0.82 191 B 0.10 

34 854 07.2011 164 11 3.41 0.82 188 B 0.10 

35 858 08.2011 162 13 3.39 0.81 189 B 0.11 

36 862 10.2011 169 12 3.38 0.86 191 B 0.05 
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Appendix H 

Time 

This appendix contains the time plots for grades 466, 477 and 479. 

Note that there is not a clear shift in the mean compaction pressure of grade 477 (see figure 

H4). Instead the compaction pressure has been steadily increasing over the time period 2008-

2011. Wolfram carbide from different suppliers has been used in different batches without 

consistency. Wolfram carbide from supplier P, B and C were used until August 2010. Wolf-

ram carbide from supplier B and have been used after August 2010. 
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Figure H1: The compaction pressure of the batches of grade 466 over time. 
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Figure H2: The compaction pressure and CPWC plotted versus time. 
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Figure H3: The compaction pressure and the compaction density plotted versus time. 
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Figure H4: The compaction pressure of the batches of grade 477 over time. 
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Figure H5: The compaction pressure and CPWC plotted versus time. 
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Figure H6: The compaction pressure and the compaction density plotted versus time. 
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Figure H7: The compaction pressure of the batches of grade 479 over time. 
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Figure H8: The compaction pressure and CPWC plotted versus time. 
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Figure H9: The compaction pressure and the compaction density (CD) plotted versus time. 
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Appendix I 

Scatter plots 

This appendix contains the scatter plots for grades 464, 466 and 479. 
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Figure I1: A scatter plot of the compaction pressure and CPWC. 
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Figure I2: A scatter plot with the compaction pressure and the compaction density. 
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Figure I3: A scatter plot of the compaction pressure and CPWC. 
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Figure I4: A scatter plot with the compaction pressure and the compaction density. 
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Figure I5: A scatter plot of the compaction pressure and CPWC. 
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Figure I6: A scatter plot with the compaction pressure and the compaction density. 
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Appendix J 

Regression analysis 

Note that only the regression analysis of grade 464 will be explained in text. This is because 

the analysis procedure was the same for all the grades, and because the results and conclu-

sions were more or less similar for all the regression analyses. 

Grade 464 

Table J1 contains the Minitab output of the regression analysis of grade 464. 

Table J1: Minitab output for the regression analysis of grade 464 

Regression analysis: CP versus CP WC; CD 

 
The regression equation is 

PP = 352 + 0,391 PP WC - 92,4 PD 

 

 

Predictor    Coef  SE Coef      T      P 

Constant    351,9    128,1   2,75  0,010 

PP WC      0,3909   0,1038   3,77  0,001 

PD         -92,41    37,46  -2,47  0,020 

 

 

S = 11,3074   R-Sq = 50,9%   R-Sq(adj) = 47,5% 

 

 

Analysis of Variance 

 

Source          DF      SS      MS      F      P 

Regression       2  3845,6  1922,8  15,04  0,000 

Residual Error  29  3707,9   127,9 

Total           31  7553,5 

 

 

Source  DF  Seq SS 

PP WC    1  3067,5 

PD       1   778,2 

 

 

Unusual Observations 

 

Obs  PP WC      PP    Fit  SE Fit  Residual  St Resid 

 11    121  120,00  97,04    4,34     22,96      2,20R 

 

R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual. 

The   values of both regressor variables are less than 0.05; thus both CPWC and the compac-

tion density are statistically significant model variables. The model is only able to explain 

approximately 50 percent of the variability in the compaction pressure. 

The estimated regression equation in table J1 implies: (1) when CPWC is fixed, the compac-

tion pressure will decrease 92 MPa if the compaction density increases one unit, and (2) when 
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the compaction density is fixed, the compaction pressure will increase 0.4 MPa if CPWC in-

creases one unit. 

As can be seen in table J1, there is an observation present in the data set with a large stand-

ardized residual. When this observation was removed from the data set, several other unusual 

observations were revealed as well. Since there are several unusual observations present in the 

data set, and since the estimated regression model is only able to explain 50 percent of the 

variation, it seems like there are other unknown factors influencing the compaction pressure. 

Model adequacy control 

Figure J1 is a normal probability plot of the standardized residuals. The residuals seem nor-

mally distributed. However, the residual mean and variance do not seem to be entirely con-

stant, and the residuals might be correlated (or at least affected by some factor changing over 

time) (see figures J2 - J6). The ordinary least squares assumptions are not entirely satisfied. 

However, the deviations from the ordinary least squares assumptions are not that significant; 

therefore the ordinary least squares assumptions can be considered to be reasonably satisfied.  
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Figure J1: A normal probability plot of the standardized residuals (grade 464) 
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Figure J2: The residuals plotted versus the fitted values (grade 464) 
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Figure J3: The residuals plotted versus the values of CPWC (grade 464) 
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Figure J4: The residuals plotted versus the values of CD (grade 464) 
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Figure J5: The residuals plotted versus the values of the response (grade 464) 
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Figure J6: The residuals plotted versus time (grade 464) 
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Grade 466 

Table J2: Minitab output for the regression analysis of grade 466 

Regression Analysis: CP versus CP WC; CD  

 
The regression equation is 

CP = 431 + 0,344 CP WC - 107 CD 

 

 

Predictor     Coef  SE Coef      T      P 

Constant     430,9    185,3   2,32  0,030 

CP WC       0,3437   0,1968   1,75  0,095 

CD         -107,09    48,09  -2,23  0,037 

 

 

S = 13,5554   R-Sq = 61,3%   R-Sq(adj) = 57,8% 

 

 

Analysis of Variance 

 

Source          DF       SS      MS      F      P 

Regression       2   6409,4  3204,7  17,44  0,000 

Residual Error  22   4042,4   183,7 

Total           24  10451,8 

 

 

Source  DF  Seq SS 

CP WC    1  5498,4 

CD       1   911,0 

 

 

Unusual Observations 

 

Obs  CP WC      CP    Fit  SE Fit  Residual  St Resid 

 11     99  113,00  98,67    8,98     14,33      1,41 X 

 

X denotes an observation whose X value gives it large leverage. 
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Figure J7: A normal probability plot of the standardized residuals (grade 466) 
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Figure J8: The residuals plotted versus the fitted values (grade 466) 
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Figure J9: The residuals plotted versus the values of CPWC (grade 466) 
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Figure J10: The residuals plotted versus the values of CD (grade 466) 
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Figure J11: The residuals plotted versus the values of the response (grade 466) 
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Figure J12: The residuals plotted versus time (grade 466) 
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Grade 477 

Table J3: Minitab output for the regression analysis of grade 477 

Regression Analysis: CP versus CP WC; CD  

 
The regression equation is 

CP = 243 + 0,628 CP WC - 63,9 CD 

 

 

Predictor     Coef  SE Coef      T      P 

Constant    242,66    36,02   6,74  0,000 

CP WC      0,62793  0,04719  13,31  0,000 

CD         -63,884    9,339  -6,84  0,000 

 

 

S = 6,42586   R-Sq = 89,2%   R-Sq(adj) = 88,8% 

 

PRESS = 2158,98   R-Sq(pred) = 88,03% 

 

 

Analysis of Variance 

 

Source          DF       SS      MS       F      P 

Regression       2  16099,2  8049,6  194,95  0,000 

Residual Error  47   1940,7    41,3 

Total           49  18039,9 

 

 

Source  DF   Seq SS 

CP WC    1  14167,1 

CD       1   1932,1 

 

 

Unusual Observations 

 

Obs  CP WC       CP      Fit  SE Fit  Residual  St Resid 

  2    139  120,000  106,347   1,426    13,653      2,18R 

  3    148  101,000  113,915   1,157   -12,915     -2,04R 

 26    137  118,000  124,257   2,877    -6,257     -1,09 X 

 

R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual. 

X denotes an observation whose X value gives it large leverage. 
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Figure J13: A normal probability plot of the standardized residuals (grade 477) 
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Figure J14: The residuals plotted versus the fitted values (grade 477) 
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Figure J15: The residuals plotted versus the fitted values (grade 477) 
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Figure J16: The residuals plotted versus the values of CPWC (grade 477) 
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Figure J17: The residuals plotted versus the values of CD (grade 477) 
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Figure J18: The residuals plotted versus the values of the response (grade 477) 
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Figure J19: The residuals plotted versus time (grade 477) 
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Grade 479 

Table J4: Minitab output for the regression analysis of grade 479 

Regression Analysis: CP versus CP WC; CD  

 
The regression equation is 

CP = 387 + 0,538 CP WC - 98,3 CD 

 

 

Predictor    Coef  SE Coef      T      P 

Constant   387,07    77,59   4,99  0,000 

CP WC      0,5383   0,1004   5,36  0,000 

CD         -98,35    19,17  -5,13  0,000 

 

 

S = 11,4617   R-Sq = 78,3%   R-Sq(adj) = 76,9% 

 

 

Analysis of Variance 

 

Source          DF       SS      MS      F      P 

Regression       2  15609,5  7804,8  59,41  0,000 

Residual Error  33   4335,2   131,4 

Total           35  19944,7 

 

 

Source  DF   Seq SS 

CP WC    1  12152,1 

CD       1   3457,4 

 

 

Unusual Observations 

 

Obs  CP WC      CP     Fit  SE Fit  Residual  St Resid 

 13     94  101,00   83,63    6,30     17,37      1,81 X 

 14    151   99,00  129,06    2,93    -30,06     -2,71R 

 

R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual. 

X denotes an observation whose X value gives it large leverage. 
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Figure J20: A normal probability plot of the standardized residuals (grade 479) 
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Figure J21: The residuals plotted versus the fitted values (grade 479) 
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Figure J22: The residuals plotted versus the values of CPWC (grade 479) 
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Figure J23: The residuals plotted versus the values of CD (grade 479) 
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Figure J24: The residuals plotted versus the values of the response (grade 479) 
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Figure J25: The residuals plotted versus time (grade 479) 
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Appendix K 

Experiment I 

Run in the laboratory 

Table K1 contains the compaction pressure data obtained from experiment I run in the labora-

tory. 

Table K1: Compaction pressure data from the laboratory 

Factor levels  Replicate I  Replicate II  Replicate III 

195 MPa  169  164  175 

160 MPa  146  149  148 

155 MPa  141  143  150 

Analysis of the residuals 

In figure K1 the residuals have been plotted in a normal probability plot. The residuals seem 

normally distributed. The residual mean and variance seem relatively constant (see figures 

K2-K5).  
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Figure K1: A normal probability plot of the residuals 
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Figure K2: The residuals plotted versus the fitted values  
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Figure K3: The residuals plotted versus the levels of CPWC 
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Figure K4: The residuals plotted versus the response 
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Figure K5: The residuals plotted versus the run order 

Run in the production 

Table K2 contains the compaction pressure data obtained from experiment I run in the pro-

duction. 

Table K2: Compaction pressure data from the production 

Factor levels  Replicate I  Replicate II 

195 MPa  194  197 

160 MPa  167  165 

155 MPa  152  161 
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Analysis of the residuals 

The residuals seem independently and normally distributed, and the residual mean and vari-

ance seem relatively constant (see figures K6-K10). 
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Figure K6: A normal probability plot of the residuals 
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Figure K7: The residuals plotted versus the fitted values 
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Figure K8: The residuals plotted versus the levels of CPWC 
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Figure K9: The residuals plotted versus the response 
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Figure K10: The residuals plotted versus the run order 
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Appendix L 

Experiment II 

Table L1 contains the compaction pressure data obtained from experiment II and table L2 

contains the factors and the levels at which they were tested. 

Table L1: Compaction pressure data (experiment II) 

Coded factors  

Replicate I 

 

Replicate II 

 

Replicate III A B C    

-1 -1 -1  142  146  145 

1 -1 -1  163  170  162 

-1 1 -1  141  144  150 

1 1 -1  167  172  174 

-1 -1 1  143  142  149 

1 -1 1  162  163  157 

-1 1 1  144  137  143 

1 1 1  160  170  171 

Table L2: The factors and their levels (experiment II) 

 Low (-1) High (+1) 

A Press pressure WC 160 MPa 195 MPa 

B Press pressure PRS 138 MPa 158 MPa 

C Proportion of PRS 0.05 0.10 

Analysis of the residuals 

In figure L1 the standardized residuals have been plotted in a normal probability plot. The 

residuals seem to be (reasonably) normally distributed. 

The distribution of the residuals seems random and independent of the fitted values, the levels 

of the factors, the response and the run order (see figures L2-L7). However, there is an outlier 

present in the graphs. What happened at run 16 is unknown. 

The least squares assumptions seem to be reasonably satisfied. 
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Figure L1: A normal probability plot of the standardized residuals 
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Figure L2: The standardized residuals plotted versus the fitted values 
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Figure L3: The residuals plotted versus the different levels of CPWC 
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Figure L4: The residuals plotted versus the levels of CPPRS 
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Figure L5: The residuals plotted versus the amount of PRS 
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Figure L6: The residuals plotted versus the response 
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Figure L7: The residuals plotted versus the run order 
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Appendix M 

Experiment III 

Table M1 contains the compaction pressure data obtained from experiment III and table M2 

contains the factors and the levels at which they were tested. 

Table M1: Compaction pressure data 

Coded factors  

Replicate I 

 

Replicate II 

 

Replicate III A B    

-1 -1  146  134  142 

1 -1  157  167  170 

-1 1  142  137  143 

1 1  161  165  164 

Table M2: The factors and their levels 

 Low (-1) High (+1) 

A Press pressure WC 160 MPa 195 MPa 

B The grain size of cobalt 0,67 µm 1.4 µm 

Analysis of the residuals 

The residuals seem to be approximately normally distributed (see figure M1). The residuals 

also seem to be randomly distributed and independent of the fitted values, the levels of the 

factors, the response and the run order (see figures M1-M6). The ordinary least squares as-

sumptions are thus satisfied. 
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Figure M1: A normal probability plot of the standardized residuals 
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Figure M2: The standardized residuals plotted versus the fitted values 
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Figure M3: The residuals plotted versus the levels of CPWC 
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Figure M4: The residuals plotted versus the grain size of cobalt 
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Figure M5: The residuals plotted versus the response 
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Figure M6: The residuals plotted versus the run order 


